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Words, Words, Words . . . all Connected Together
In this series of Dreamstreets we’ve endeavored to accommodate more prose. For
local literary artists, there’re not a lot of opportunities to present prose to the
public. Unless one is good at verbally reading prose in a public venue, and if
time constraints are not modified, we might not know who is writing prose
fiction. While opening our pages to prose, we’re able to accommodate longer
pieces, as well as excerpts, serials, and sequels.
As for excerpts, from Auset Marian Lewis we have a piece from her
unpublished novel, A Settling of Crows. An excerpt is also offered from Douglas
Morea’s novel in progress, For The Children of the Lotus. As for serials, Michael
Tucker, writing under the name mOtHeRtUcKeR, concludes the story “Camping
Out” from Dreamstreets #56. As for sequels, there’s my own offering, which is a
sequel to the story “The Hypostasis of the Archons in the 20th Century,” from
Dreamstreets #55. “The Aprocryphon of Allogenes,” published here, is like the
mother to the former’s father.
Dallas Kirk Gantt again provides a seasonal insight from the driver’s seat
of a DART bus. Nancy Carol Willis gives us, with both illustration and prose, a
harbinger of the warmer weather yet to come, as well the heat of battle.
And speaking of artwork, incidental art in this issue comes from E. Jean
Lanyon and Franetta McMillian, the latter taking a break from literary art in this
issue in lieu of her visual art. By the way, yours truly provides the cover art from
a painting I made when I was nineteen years old.
We haven’t neglected examples of poetry. Phillip Bannowsky has a poem
in the current issue. Jeffrey Little has an extended work, almost a hybrid of prose
and poesy. We are also publishing a couple poems from Joseph Massey, who
was born in Chester Pennsylvania and grew up in Dover Delaware. After an
early publication in a middle school magazine, his work next appeared in
Nemocolin X Press, which was one of my own solo efforts during one of the
hiatuses in the Dreamstreets series back in the mid 1990s. Since then Joseph has
enjoyed considerable literary success, including five books: Illocality from 2015,
To Keep Time from 2014, At The Point from 2011, Areas of Fog from 2009, and
Minima Street from 2002. His poetry has appeared in The Nation, and several
anthologies and journals. His work has received widely favorable reviews,
including from The American Academy of Poets, The Poetry Society of America,
and The Poetry Foundation. His book Illocality received a full-page review in the
book review section of The New York Times on December 24, 2015.
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Coming back to the beginning of the current issue, we begin by publishing
a couple poems, both of which pertain to our neck of the woods. The poet is 19th
century Delaware author George Alfred Townsend.

– Steven Leech
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George Alfred Townsend
George Alfred Townsend, pictured here in 1871 with Mark Twain,
was born in Georgetown, Delaware in 1841. Townsend was a noted
essayist, novelist and short story writer in his day. His most famous
novel was The Entailed Hat
from 1884, which was
largely about the life,
exploits, capture and death
of Patty Cannon, slave
catcher and the most
notorious serial killer from
Delaware, but also about the
influence of Tory sentiment
still lingering in the state.
Townsend’s second novel,
Katy of Catoctin from 1886,
was about the plot to
assassinate
Abraham
Lincoln.
Townsend’s
short
stories were collected in his
Tales of the Chesapeake
published in 1880 and included two that were located in Delaware,
one of which, “Ticking Stone,” republished in Dreamstreets 41 from
the autumn of 2001 and depicted an incident that took place near
Newark.
Included in the current issue of Dreamstreets are two of
Townsend’s poems with local connections, republished from his
collection Delaware Poems, published in 1911, three years before his
death in 1914.
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OLD DEPOT LUNCH
"Next, Wilmington !" That name it blew
To passengers the whole train through;
For there we skipped from the low, lean cars,
And climbed high stools at the Depot bars;
We found lunch ready, and out we drew
A little cup custard and an oyster stew.
That custard was so soft and sweet,
It seemed just fit for a bird to eat;
That oyster stew, with its butter and milk,
It warmed our gullet like cocoon silk;
Right to us travelers an angel flew
With that little cup custard and the oyster stew.
That girl that never before I knew,
She smiled at me o'er her oyster stew;
That little cup custard lit my eye
To her oyster palate to smile reply;
We ate and we looked, with our eyes "goo-goo,"
The little cup custard and the oyster stew.
And the locomotive shifted, too,
To get some custard and oyster stew;
Oh, how it wheezed till the tender poured
And the old conductor cried "Aboard !"
The whistle surely the taste it blew
Of a little cup custard and an oyster stew.
They stop no more where we had such fun
On the old brick pavement at Wilmington,
Where everybody sat on a stool,
Like the senior class in a cooking school,
And down distilled all our tenders through
The little cup custard and the oyster stew.
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THE BOOKHATER
Tom Digges of Blackbird in the Poorhouse found
A pretty little foundling waiting to be "bound;"
"Maggie, I'm your master; on me when you look
Know me for a squire that never read a book !"
Maggie a goose feather stuck in Digges's hat:
"Master, I will know you by the sign of that;
All the fowls and horses and cattle by the brook
Are as great as you and never read a book."
Tommy liked the compliment and told it "thar" and "yer."
"Yer's an honest farmer, born in Delewer.
Them az books that's writed, give em to my cook !
I'm a man of business and never read a book."
By the chimney fire, when the winter wails,
Maggie, growing pretty, told Tom pretty tales;
"Where you get em, Maggie?" "From a book I took" –
I'm a honest farmer and never read a book !"
Maggie grew to freedom and afar would rove;
"Maggie, do not leave me, dead am I in love."
Then the mules and bull calves bellowed as they shook:
"Tom Digges, the great man, never read a book !
"
They then went to Lewes, as a ship in came;
"Master, can you read it, that great vessel's name?
'Tis the name one taught me who his babe forsook."
"Danged if I can read it, printed like a book."
Down came the captain of the "Maggie Lost."
"You must be my father, to your daughter toss'd."
"Darling child, I've found you. And is this your spook ?"
"I'm the chief," says Tommy, "that never read a book."
“You have time,” says captain: ‘shipmates, take a look
On the one quadrupled that never read a book !”
Maggie sailed away then. Tom he shed more tears
Than the water confined in the sea wall’s piers.
Hard it was for Tommy late in life to read,
But he read the Bible at Love’s greatest speed.
In a year the captain saw him shame-faced snook
Up the gangplank, pleading: “I have read a book.”
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Blow the speaking trumpet ! Here’s a sinner saved;
Come aboard, for Maggie pities you enslaved.
Fire the cannon, hearties, for a mate we’ve took,
Tom Diggs, our shipmate, swear he read a book !”
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Jeffrey Little
Anna Justina, In, and of the Glowing, the
Rediscovery, the Reins
A Märchen, for my Mother, and hers, too, hers
For Jacquelyn, Anna Justina, & Bessie
The Anna of Anna Justina
Essentially this is a poem for my mother and for a woman I never knew. Growing up, a
woman I never even knew of. Never spoken about or nodded to or even quietly
quieted. She was not there. A cipher. It’s odd, at plus 50, to learn your mother was not
your mother, grandmother not, grandfather not, and this is what my mother, my family
found. The circumstances we don’t need to go into. However, abstract of the how and
in the end at least, nothing of what my mother thought of as her “mother” or “father”
was diminished by this knowledge. If anything, the who of who they were grew. For
us all. This, then, is also a poem for Bessie, and for Bo. There was just this other that
now entered into a picture that she belonged centered into all the while. And all the
while she was not there. And, sure, there is much that I do not know, that maybe I
never will know, but this is the breakdown: late in life my mother learned that the two
people she thought of as her parents were actually her aunt & uncle, while her birth
mother had been institutionalized for god knows what. Something serious…possibly.
But we are talking birth year, of my mother, 1929. Also possible, “hysteria.” Free Spirit.
Poor decisions for the time or a combination of all other? Doesn’t matter. What matters
is that for whatever reason this woman was separated from her daughter. Her family.
Me. I had a grandmother, but I didn’t have her. My grandmother. And not just
separated. But blanked. Made gone. My mother only knew of her as her “aunt.” To be
clear, this poem is in no way an allegory; I am unaware of far too much. It is simply a
way for me to enter her name into the Universal Ledger. What this poem is, however, is
a Märchen, (a fairy tale, or story typically featuring folkloric characters, and magic or
enchantments). With it I want to honor her in the only way I know how. I want to
name her. In all the old pictures. The stories. I just want to make her there.
– Jeffrey Little
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1. An Awakening in the Wokenworld
It was dark but it was not dark it was exceedingly dark though even more so
or so Anna Justina thought to herself sitting there alone in the dark. Jim-Jim
the Ogre walked work-song through a culvert pipe alongside his echo friend
Ringing Shrill Halo. Jim-Jim was a contrabass but his echo was an oddly bony
altissimo and this juxtaposition caused Anna Justina to flutter like a polymer
moth-bird in the dark under one live light. It wasn’t love so much as specific
vibrations in the aether and though the sun still stood stubbornly aloof Anna
Justina understood that even here in what passed for forest there remained
for her a shot at a wokenworld that spun in a glow just like the moon. So who
were-was this-these two-one one who rambled through the forest pipes out
singing such shine? She twirled in circles inside of circles dreaming of fireflies
aloft in the holly but it was the specter of the catamount that capped her sigh.

2. This Quid of Yours: Cuts or Quits
It need not be said but said so say it that the catamountain in question (Quid)
was bad shinny, a torso of bent spleen beveled onto mismatched legs topped
off with a tiny nob and his gob of whisker-flecked rage. Quid walked upright,
like a proper gentlemen, and, like a proper gentleman, was not. Claws speak
out in riddles with an obvious reply and this much was understood, from atop
the canopy to the forest floor: cross Quid and it was cuts or quits. He’d been
like this since he worked his way west fully formed, a postdated malevolence,
unspoken, tailored, and advis’d. Amongst these trees affairs quickly fell into
place aligned according to a dictatorial intent. Nothing was suffered, except
a suffering, Quid carried such a staff, a stick, really, and seldom did he waste
a word. It should have been a twistback Camelot or some terrible Shangri-La
except over and around its edges Anna Justina and Jim-Jim made of it a mess.
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3. Anna in the Midst of Things
How she got here is how she got here: Anna Justina in mid-step walking alone
through an uncut stand of unfamiliar trees, tumbledown lean-tos and strange
jabbering squirrels warily eying her onset in the feral glow of a carpet of osage
oranges. Blind to the secret folds hidden away in the taller grasses she has no
inkling of any before-this to fall back upon, sent split, she’s without ripe next
what-to-do. Anna Justina stops by a tamarack tree, she bends down to pick up
a squirrel and trundles off at a sharp angle slow. The recalibrations, the shim.
When she calls she calls calling through the calculus of an irredeemable clutch
of cant. She has read about doors, doors that refuse to open from the inside,
if at all, so she looks for the doors that are here and does a dance in her head,
divide by seven, divide by seven, twelve sticks equals an urge, a transparency
of the ninety-eight eyes, shining, and so she goes and as she does she does so.

4. The Doctor of the Alders is in
Jim-Jim took a long look around. Seen from their hut tucked squat in a copse
of alders the rule of Quid assumed a certain sway, a specificity, say, that simply
whistled for an insurrection, and Jim-Jim and Ringing Shrill Halo egged in nod.
At first, numbers being what numbers are, it was a cabal of half-assed guerilla
knock-wounds that steadily escalated and took gravity to toll, the rising irons,
made more by the others, as the others are able, to stop and see the thinnest
of thinnest-sliced-light in the opening into, and it wasn’t long before Jim-Jim’s
front door soon bent both ways, the doctor of the alders was in. Ringing Shrill
Halo booted nights out solo to see about the same-same and stumbled across
the odds and ends: bugged up mule deer and turkey buzzards tired of the tuck,
the league of the indeterminate shill, open to angles, and there, by the stream
of a tanking slop song, he caught a glimpse of Anna Justina and the Book of All.
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5. The Bind
A pavilion of night birds escorted the boot-back of Ringing Shrill Halo through
the obscure magics in the drawing of the dark. In the morning they shucked
out to the stream, singing a broken circuit around the trellis of kept-keeping
that was Quid’s final last line straw of The Bind. Opening into opening, more
hope in tossed-gone-stay, Jim-Jim was minus the math. Anna Justina locked
on the crowns of the hickories beyond the heavy and snake-webbed her way
to the tops. “Who” was the one working word. Suddenly it was but a sound,
bigger in its twinnings, rolling into itself before it tacked over to another path
of notch blossoms, and eyes met eyes met eyes, there need not be anything
more. Anna Justina dropped onto the bottom branch, Jim-Jim and Shrill Halo
took the trunk, and a language soon found form. That night the smoke beer
cooked up good, each to the other, keg song under the left shank of the sky.

6. Truer Fields of Flak
Quid had heard quite enough. They were out there, and they were growing,
in pluck and umber, there was talk of the new one, and those other two, cat
walking the dark and setting the ass of the world on end. If it was flap cakes
that they were so hot-on-after then he’d give them all their bone pans gone.
Toast ‘em up and feed ‘em their own ashes. Quid eyed a short-eye and out,
working his tracks back through the litany of the shift until the last thing left
standing was the haul, clearer than it had been in broken fist dome kadabra,
too many pikes, and too few skulls. The world was souring, becoming softer,
addled with askings, and indecision, without grapeshot and the truer fields
of flak. Here. It would begin again, here. Grab a pair of root dice and some
chicken parts and bring the clouds back down from the foothills of the Fear,
bring them back on down into a cold-fog holler, Quid pushed Quid was free.
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7. The Calculation of When Return
After the first volley of rocks and shot pot metal slag Jim-Jim rustled up Shrill
Halo and shook south, Anna Justina pitched tell of the got-gone hills and they
made course beyond Quid’s cannonade, with sand ropes and the drone clock
steady, in hand over hand escape. The calculation of when return. Nowhere
now but building in new numbers beginning to bend their way. Trees felled
are ripped into sledges to attack on hill-down as oil is extracted from anything
grown green and applied then to everything else. There are mud charts daisy
chained into a math of infinite outcomes. Anna Justina sets off for the caves.
It is a difficult trail full of shuffle drops and blind twistings, as above, so below,
with the ghosts hungered-up for something a tad more toothsome, a trail also
of Other Things far worse than. Once started, any hope for a way back bows,
until you find them, waiting, whistle-black bears and what’s permitted a pass.

8. Anna Makes a Pact with the Whistle-Black Bears
Anna Justina quickly gathers that in the higher hills there’s a whole new stick
of rules, rules that bob in the wind some, that slide into the shock of twinned
sets and she groks onto this as something they can use, though only if she can
coax these whistle-blacks into flaking their lairs. It’s a question about where
the ears end and the bastards begin, through the veins and the eyes that see,
the old bears cold kick at Anna Justina before she can get at the gods-in-gone,
and when they all start the stomp from out their dens and show her the best
of the salmon stacks it’s clear she’s worked her way in, that whatever qualms
they had about entering into this burnt shadow’s shift of an insurrection she
has rivered them clean away. Anna Justina followed by a phalanx of mission
whistle-black bears down to the camp where Jim-Jim and Ringing Shrill Halo
whet their own chisel of odds, bringing the evens in, one step from off to on.
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9. Backstory by Half: The Finest Nothings
Way back where it was Jim-Jim and Quid’s fifty-eight conflagrations that led
but to these borders but now. The catamount and his toadies and Jim-Jim’s
running with Ringing Shrill Halo for the finest nothings anything had to offer.
Quid, being Quid, made it as simple as a switch: out for everyone apart from
those that were his, with lines scored, warning, into the earth, and not even
a password for the clawed to claw-back-in. A border, by definition, intrigued
them. Consider it, said the Ogre, to the clearly given Shrill Halo, an invitation,
something like a tunnel if or above in crossing crowns, consider it our reason
to be…well…us. We’ll run him from here and wait for what-for. And when it
arrived it did so with a crashing and a stump, with souvenirs of sundry trophy
parts a reminder of what the being of being-Quid meant, it was never a given
they’d alter his equation, but Anna Justina was the unknown, made and more.

10. Quid in Cold Kicking
Here’s the kicking, cold, Quid, with his wooden tank bullet trebuchet and osage
oranges of crash in hot chock eighths, no axis. The elocution is clear. Yes, I will
fuck you up, pinned in the offing and what’s left is what hash corn feeds. Mine.
Walk in the hay sun, mine…in the cadmium step tree, mine….and when you eat
remember to halve the gale, who they are they thinks they know, in the oaks-on
of the vale Jim-Jim and the mirror and this Justina are mine, curry up the woods
moored away in the turn broke, slow smolder, simmering in the sun that is Quid,
me, roiling. There’s only one way to fry down the debt. Reduction, in crossroads,
and the next nothing, is the best nothing, and it’s mine. I will welcome your fade
into thimble, your twisting from think into lowlands scattershot, hell, I will carry
it forth, bring you to the river of the triple said and throw the shit from here high
on down, it will be an honor, and when the wind’s done it’ll be the last of my laws.
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11. The One Wild Eye
Anna Justina stick-opened slowly a hanging bank of clouds and up caught within
the coming sum of Quid’s torn script. It was hewn-down and saw-heavy hooked
and with it the two new claws. She studied it in the moonlight and she studied it
in the rain and if she thought to study it alongside the hill pond her answer would
be the same: Quid was all kill out from escrow, and soon her baking would begin,
early rising, wrapping Jim-Jim and Shrill Halo and the thousand newly found into
something softly approaching a fist, a fist clutching a hank of black flag. Seventy
or so memories wandering back in the wayback beneath a porch light in the fog,
memories Anna has no air to mean to. The numbers she can only work them one
way. On. Pushing on. Pushing on Anna Justina. What she awoke to is the world
and its one wild eye and beside her was the branch. The calling. A song of broken
tree sighs that she would scallop into her twist mace…grab Jim-Jim…grab Halo…go.

12. Curved Worlds and the Inevitable Math
Jim-Jim in read of a gilled mushroom wheel rising while Anna’s off parsing a cloud.
Its angles are uncertain, but understood. Nurse logs echoing floor back to strings
skirting the crowns through a thicket of alders out beyond the line. Ringing Shrill
Halo sits in a pile of shade reckoning the divergence between Quid’s initial advent
and the sad mechanics of his dog-beat law-down, the inevitable math, its diction,
the curved world tarrying with each in assessment of the other and the windsock
kicking nod. A stick makes its marks make do, raises slate walls from the salt-map
and a quorum of the edgewise shaking, a stick makes its marks and a mark rides
rule. In the bower the strategy is what strategies are, in a bower. Deeper in-hill
however the differences are…compelling. Our job, if it’s a job, says Anna smiling
to the cloud is to put scuff to the grid and go rolling, she pulls Jim-Jim off the ring
over to the shade of Shrill Halo and together they are the unlearning of the line.
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13. Dropping Shine
Of the orange and its incandescence, Quid, in quickening, prowling in a hot
flash shout chorused howl. He spins upon a blackbird, and with his dander
floating in the air there where the once-bird once was he cuffs a lieutenant
clean free of his face. Shadows exist in a coil of lies. Quid is an intersection,
one line crossing another, a decision already made, I am a decision, already
made, sheet-cloud scouring down the hillside with a calendar of rain, excise
and incision, the power of the water to do what the water always does, he
cuts through the muscle and pulls out a plum. Here’s your kernel, Hat Rack!
Eat for the sun and the rolled one a-rolling. Quid is a banker, yes? Counting
out the tokens as the bothers-about-me bait the hunger of the moon-growl
walking. Gone. Gone. It’s understood, if you can speak in scowls, or follow
the red trail over the outback’s bend where the fat horn lays down its shine.

14. Cave Tinctures
Trees, poleaxed by Quid’s fat horn, reeled loose-rootlessly over the hillocks,
their house-birds circling in feral clusters…rising…falling…an echo in the sky
of some written language Anna Justina could only just remember forgetting
she ever knew. Jim-Jim gathered what Halo he could and made steady their
break for the caves. This front then was a front new known. Opened, boot
left follow, they turned and turned away-on, recalibrated the fixative, calm
waters dropping silk tone and the aged weight of chronic extracts, tinctures
for what they’d wage and how they’d wage it when. Halo burbled a couple
word sets about rehydration and the lost world creeping on in from the out.
Guttered at a catchback Jim-Jim chanted a pipe-song to the new meat-gods
of Scatter and eddied away into the scrub. It’d be up to Anna now to dig up
the rain box, to find the arc furling from the dimming on down to its ground.
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15. Bulb Pops and Bass Line
In the dark the not dark this increasing-to-exceeding dark what Anna arrived
to find found Anna all the same in the dark off waiting where she began, she
bent deeper into the liquid subcode of her idea of second sight and spotted
Jim-Jim working a shred of Shrill Halo like a skeleton key in a ward lock door.
Cistern as a metal box-flare as a pocket trumpet to sound out the call, to cull
forth to find a shovel to find the flash of the words of were-was-Halo singing
to ogre them winsome. She repeated that which she did not know, counted
the seconds between the bulb pops and the bass line and emptied her head
of all the instants of all the befores before the dark here the not dark this all
too everywhere and black bone dark, she turned inward until she could turn
outward and when she did so she was holding a metal rain box in her hands,
with two voices, banded, on the leg of a moth-bird, knuckling high in the hills.

16. Pipes Weather from the Field
A little past the edge-pass last out near old tree line, in buzz routed or ripe howl
sent, the weather of which was pipes, ozone echoed on-down to the bucketing
dells and bottomed out on the wild shines that sat thicker on the stream. Seen
from above it’s a bulwark of walking-boss raised surcease, smoke as a shrouded
blockade in boil. There’s nothing beyond the grid of quicklime but sluice drains
and a solitary turnspit sitting in a field of clay. This is the hot zone and the Zero
with the hollow birds bolt-holed higher in the trees. Inside its wires a primitive
flywheel spins like a customized bone mill cranking out plumes of strange sepia
which shake in the air some before finally settling there above anything anyone
would ever wish to see, bark that as code became. If a shock of sun ever angled
a way in between the ridge peaks sure enough it’d soon find itself in beat-down
by the shadow-dark dell. Light, among other things, comes to hope to die here.
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17. The Metal Rain Box Reset
New day rising from the old days ashed-in, tell it to the makeweights, and move,
Quid in full lockdown morning checklist final-math kill mode, the numbers never
lie: any day is a great day when they belly-up and die but today’s always a better
day indeed. Reports are shitty eyes cadged on worse credit and what Quid needs
is more feets in the field, the commencement of the clean dance done. Tunnels,
however, weather the oranging, as well as a heavy-ass hand, and Jim-Jim always
banks heavier on a field rat’s always-ever, we’ll shuck away here a spell alongside
the whistle-backs while we’re still five hot snaps from home. Feeder birds slowly
cycle through the skies over the lodgepole pines keeping their eyes out for Anna
Justina and her metal rain box reset, any movement underneath the clampdown
another invitation to knock-riot and shine, but Anna is Anna, and Anna knows her
way around a brick, she knows all the punch lines, and Anna knows if an artery is.

18. To Cop Some Teeth do Bite
Anna partners with the night sky in its catalogue of associations and crosses over
into a baked dark, rolling, and Quid’s token tree machine. She can count twenty
ways that this deal could fork-into-cinders fast under Quid’s cut-wire of batdogs
and ocelots, but Anna walks off a bargain with the there-not-there in a cornfield
cluttered with broken piss pots and gray-green crows. Anna steps into the pitch,
a spiral, or an eddy, a sphere inside a circuit, she’s rotational, an Absolute certain
of nothing except its intention to scuttle on down to the river to cop some teeth
do bite. The awkward buzzing of the reeds and a muddy stick-legged water bird,
jumpy and waiting for rain, Anna calculates the meander, she grabs a warm coal
from the fire pit and on a run of shagbark she works out the formula that’ll show
her the deepest glide in the stream, one spot, if the moon hangs right, where she
can cull up safe passage for her and the rain box and pack a little backup to boot.
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19. Anna is Anna Back and Then Some
The tangled passways of the caves, shun tunnels trained to the other tunnels-to,
in ringside around. They sickle inside of hills and slowly terrace the trudge-down,
make sightings, scouting out of root holes, all kept to Quid fixed in bone. Anna’s
on the move, out in a current, and it falls upon Shrill Halo to triangulate the vale,
hot coils of nettle-stitched briars strung like garlands across the border of Quid’s
fallback as a fallback against an off-chanced escalade with its network of ditches
as a battle fosse catch-all. It’s heavy forest, and a heavy forest don’t ass around.
What’s intended in the invitation is a green wall and the catapult crash serenade.
That glow, however, is Anna, Anna-approaching, the rediscovery, the reins, she’s
on her river raft and spinning counterclockwise, she is nothing but the everything
of the light. Birds stop and check their tug-lines. Free of her hands the metal rain
box drops, like a plumb-bob, then fathoms down deeper to make her first call first.

20. Of What the Water Wants, and What be Done
Anna as Anna as Rain Box summoned twelve banshees and a cadaverous weisse
frau from some boondocks called Pennsylvania and what they arrived at is what
they arrived at regarding the world of what the water wants, and what be done.
It was a gathering by the banks, at cusp of water’s edge, one ankle in, one ankle
out, and come the moon-hang Anna Justina turned a corner that is as a gateway
in the decision making the of the night, and a few throats began to work through
a few scales. Ringing Shrill Halo, and Jim-Jim, and the last of whistle-black bears,
one more turn in the tunnel-dark and it’s but what before the shining of a shard
of something they’ve never seen, yet it says Anna and it smiles, and it’s a terrible
smile but al least it’s trying, trying to show and trying to hide, and so they follow
it to the nearest root-hold and when they turn one to each other to ask if they’re
alive, there is Anna, and twelve of the strangest slice-singers this side of the shift.
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21. How Gravity Works and the Weisse Frau
What the first of the hat shacks did first was fall, another case of the empty eyes
and the everything-at-once. Of the whistle-black bears and the settling of scores
it’s sunnier not to speak. The wind caterwauled and it caught hold hard, Jim-Jim
basketing up every last key to every last locked door and scuttling edgewise over
the mess tent singing an augmented work-song while Ringing Shrill Halo plugged
in any holes, made sweeter the bitter angle’s etch. “Some who any! Axes off on
red song and get the border walls to wall!” Box-carred by banshees Anna Justina
left Quid and his words to the what that was coming and made it plain they’d aid
anyone who understood the end was already. Clearly, it was a wall, intersecting
walls, with the roof hot in drop-down to make of it all the more, more. Cups up
your witchings, lady, grab my what’s-mine and have at it. I had me some shatter,
I had claws, blood-singing and sunny. You ain’t so damned much more. You ain’t.

22. The Shift Rockaway Night Light
Deep in a thicket of hackberry and crawl juniper Anna Justina settles into a swale,
into the breach in the half-never-now. Something of what she has is here. Once,
it’s said, the trees spoke free, in primary rope words and place-song. Anna listens
and then she listens again, she will listen until this cleft in the earth fills with shift
rockaway and Jim-Jim comes to ask her if it’s time. Otherwise, she’s out building.
Quid-stories ivy the hamlet but they beg of no return, they’re the echo of an echo
as and as such are essential. There is a wall of what she will never know, so Anna
takes Shrill Halo there and she teaches him how the birds raise time. Smiling, he
is unhappy in his joy of her. Some nights out by the creek she builds a great circle
of every red stone that she can find, then quietly sits behind the cedars - waiting and only when they come will she wander away, back to her cane hut, where she
drops corn silk into her water tub and reads there of a winch moon flown to glow.
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23. Epilogue: As Jackie, as, as Anna Justina (Bulb Pop and the New
Clocks)
Another bulb-pop and another Anna is 85, with a walker off-sitting in seed, now,
and a bed that’s the world that’s at the edge of the world. This road won’t road
much anymore. Sometimes, when she remembers, it’s remembered sometimes
close to-what-it-was, other times it’s once-upon-a-somewhat wall, but a lifetime
glows just under the surface just the same. It’s her roommate who reminds her
why they are here, and what they’re waiting for, however one memory makes it
out from any all, she’s sitting in a black rocking chair beside the wall of blue glass
with family pictures hung in a line on a blond panel behind her, and in her hands,
faceted and as wonderful as pattern glass she’s clasping a metal locket, she runs
its thin chain through her fingers, stops at the face and smiles and slides a finger
in between its wings, she opens it and there is nothing there, there is everything
there, and she is Magic, even lost off in the new clocks, and closing it, Anna is All.
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The Apocryphon of Allogenes

Steven Leech

Guido a pot smokin’ switchblade armed commie pinko cocksucker everything
driven underground in 1956 now here in the future. Hewett by last name for the
friendly gal in the neighborhood. It’s always here and there for Guido wherever
he stands in the ordinary of every morning heading for work.
On the bus the same people sittin’ wired devices in their hands plugged
up ears for the most part. Outside goes by. Each morning is a reassuring place.
Guido is sure as shit work’s ahead. A job that takes him away every morning
with the world all around, filled with and by time standing still finally here in
the future.
Guido waits under the sign, brown and red leaves caught in grass around.
In the distant a tree caught gold in the morning sun. A brisk bite in the air, then
on the bus the same mamacitas, a classically featured woman with long braids, a
guy with his wallet in back pocket chained to his jeans. This day, though, none of
them are there. He checked. He did not catch a later bus.
Guido Hewett arrived at work. The way there from the bus stop was not
different, but there was that overwhelming feeling that either something was
missing, or even that something was added.
When he got to work there was Don, his supervisor, but Harvey Powell,
you’re not supposed to be here. You were fired years ago. And Emmy? Who’s
this Emmy?
The office looked just the same as it had the day before.
“Hypatia called,” the comment was directed at Guido from behind. It was
Tom’s voice. At least he’s here today.
But Hypatia? Who was Hypatia, though sweetly familiar from
somewhere?
“. . . your wife,” was that Emmy’s voice?
Where was that glimmer of familiarity? 1956 flashed in Guido’s mind.
That much Guido knew.
In 1956 Jobe the forlorn paperboy still made a buck or two, sometimes
carry a special title for special customers. Got The New York Times he read in the
toilet stalls in the train station beside the midnight bumping and morning
slurping, and gassy belching businessmen fighting constipation. Jobe hear and
read Stalin’s dead. Yanked him out of the mausoleum and stashed him in the
wall.
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Guido meanwhile was watching westerns on television. Gunslingers look
like Lenin and Trotsky from pamphlets under his bed. All the bad guys looked
like Stalin.
In the Times Jobe read Ike pulling strings, Khrushchev pulling back the
curtain. Jobe still gets to sit in for the movie matinees, eat stale popcorn and
Crackerjacks. There’s more of it now. Guido never went to matinees. Instead
searched in cavernous public library for UFOs.
Hypatia from somewhere around then. 1956. Last of the New Deal went
down when Adlai lost a second election. Hypatia lived in the neighborhood. On
a second floor and singing the blues, presumably.
Tommy the poet, now a man in his late twenties, felt the ground below his
feet shift. He had a couple of boyfriend at least, acted monk and chiefdom of
words and little books. Jobe see him at the train station every week or so. Tommy
took a Times, the one Jobe read in the stall.
Jobe also peddled little pamphlets. Guido got one kept under his bed, but
also got one kept to himself, about Ike and his heart attack, which he didn’t have.
Instead, he was meeting with those from another planet out in the desert.
No one spoke to Jobe. Bitter was every rebuff from him. Best to make
change and take your paper. Guido was one of them, as was Jobe.
“Paper paper!” Jobe went on collecting coins.
Hypatia Kelly was a Southern belle, one part Ethiopian, one part Hermes
driven out of Egypt, and part ancient Scot, a girl you could love but never desire.
For Guido it was either volcanic love through the groin, or as with Hypatia, love
through the heart, a mysterious place with Jesus, and rampant imagination,
ephemeral nostalgias, and tears. Guido got it like no other. While the boys were
slobbering over Nancy Robbins, or Shirley Russell, Guido gasped long in his
throat taking into hand the images of Phyllis Passmore gushing love from the
groin twice a day.
Hypatia never let you think about her body. Hypatia put out thought
waves. Guido thought about Mars, and Delphi, and reverential moment in
stillness enough for the hours it takes for paint to dry, the air all around with the
scent of Hypatia’s bath salts and perfumes to settle with linseed oil and dew into
that image of her.
So much had the fear of rebuff been from Hypatia that Guido felt
wounded deep in the most tender tract of his inner core, protecting himself by
rejecting her first, placing her distant where he could speak to her and she not
hear him. Soon Guido was praying to her. Then 1957.
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Hypatia had moved away. Not even a photo of her to take into the future.
Guido crushed against whatever resists, squashed and crucified. Inside Guido a
monk. Outside he arm himself with a switchblade. No Phyllis. No Shirley, Nancy
were an image anymore. Read pamphlets under his bed. A new one about Yakov
Swerdlov, and an old one, an extraterrestrial footprint in the desert, and the
message.
In night one summer Guido found himself outside. He could feel the little
pebbles under his bare feet. It was quiet and dark. It left Guido with memory of
ghosts.
Then Guido began to hear stories about Hypatia. She had been torn apart
by dogs. Guido had been warned. Hypatia raped by thirteen members of two
families feuding, jism dripping from that holy sepulcher that had been there after
all. Ravished upon her own throne, more wounded than Guido, but only he
would know the suffering.
One would look like Stalin, who died at least a dozen times on television.
The law with their big guns would let the baby live while its mother died. Had
that happened to Hypatia?
One day Guido remembered being the martyr. To save her when he sees
her, in a mall. Late 1980s. Hypatia Kelly is alive. If that be her name. Guido ran
home to awaken an old alter.
Now Guido carry switchblade, not old stiletto the stem filed down so to
flip it out with a limp wrist flick. Gotta good stash of reefer from the city to keep
him home. And make prayers to Hypatia who has lived many more lives that
Guido.
Man’s seed keeps him going, getting spilt over Hypatia as sacrament. He
writes long letters to her though he knew no address. Draws schematics
mapping the joints in her body, the swell of her pudendum. He studies and
measures curves to determine the cosmic connection she has. He pleads and
declares through prayer. He’s on his knees, hooded on a cold stone floor.
Wherever she is Guido is with her, but he doesn’t know where that could be. In
Paris? In Nebraska? On the other side of town? Only please Hypatia, find me!
Should not Jobe, thought Guido, be not like me? Jobe struts little steps, his
overcoat belted only. At times Guido felt like that, but he knew his feet were
fleet. He would follow Hypatia in the library. He will know where she’s been.
Guido came out from his snotty, smelly past among the hoards of roaches.
The famous were dropping all around him. Men shot through the head, and for a
moment shocked into forgetting Hypatia until she reappeared again among the
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circle of friends: Roz, Mart, Porf, and Gus, so near yet forbidden. You know the
type they were. They talk like political scientists. Bearded. Prophet like. Speaks
softly, well read and seasoned. Knows how to resolve all contradictions using
Maoist thought. Knows the history of the Spanish Civil War. Has long ago
digested Hemingway and Orwell. Stayed on Trotsky’s coattails to the end, which
was the end of everything. Cigarette smokin’ egghead intellectuals who could
pick up the gun if there were barricades. Guido being part shaman looked in
from two thousand years. The right side of things have always lost. The tragedy
of Hypatia – to be beautiful to an inside world, and naked to an outward one.
Hypatia does not see him except in that moment he is not looking. Lucky
for her. Guido is on his knees. And the world is in revolution!
In Central America when she disappeared again did she face a firing
squad or take a bullet discreetly in the back of her head? Reports declared she
was starving in prison. Oh Hypatia! They haven’t cut you to bits yet, or hung
you from a bridge above a street intersection for all to see.
Guido began to dream of many cats coming to nuzzle. Guido did not
know how to feed them. Then he be awakened. Lights buzzed around him.
Songs inserted with the places of where to look. East of the sun and west of the
moon. There were lights and dark patches in the sky. She once came dancing in
light weightless in and throughout him. And was gone. A definite blackness bred
amnesia.
Then Guido remembered yesterday. How could he have forgot? It was a
fresh memory! Only hours old.
At the QC Bookstore on 6th Street Jobe was standing outside. QC: that
stood for Queer Commie. Guido, the day after and the day before, stopped in.
Tommy’d been in the back with some one to take home with him. The queer
books were back there lumped together with occult words and tarot cards, In
front bright red and yellow in photos of Lenin, Trotsky, Sverdlov, Leviné,
Luxemburg, Eugene Debs. Sections of books by Marcuse, Arendt, Benjamin,
Kolakowski, Mao, Ho Chi Minh, Bertolt Brecht, Marx and Engels. It was that
kind of place. In between the great red display, and the great thrill of hard cock
in the back, Guido could find those books with public photos of Hypatia,
tastefully presented though with plenty of skin, and no blemish that he could
see. Hypatia, after all these years, not showing those gets where both the living
and the dead had entered, where passed those who rubbed her raw and
bleeding, pounded her while being filmed for dictators and priests, where Guido
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would remain on his knees to pamper, shampoo and clip pubis, attending where
Hypatia the most holy.
Tommy came out with a nice boy and an armful of LPs. Jobe was
especially talkative. Guido was surprised, but listened expecting gibberish. He
had time, nowhere but home ahead, with the ghost of a muse there.
“We’ve been on the same ship,” said Jobe. “You don’t remember. You
were too young. Hypatia was there but she don’t remember. She’s younger than
you –– but not by much.”
The past ten years was a painful decade. Suddenly it had changed.
Something new was present. That old psychic pain relieved though Guido could
still remember the fear, the anxiety, the misery, the suffering. Now gone.
“You take these,” Jobe said. He had a pair of sun glasses. One lens was red
almost brown, and the other lens, yellow almost orange.
“Wear these for a while, ‘til bedtime. Get a good night sleep.”
That was yesterday and it seemed like a long road to today. All that he
could remember has now come down to this.
Under his bed with the pamphlets were comic books with gunslingers
with fast stylish guns. All the gunslingers wanted was to shoot it out with the big
shots, and Guido wanted to stay out of the crossfire. Going home he was no one.
He could remain invisible.
And now – today – Hypatia was up there. Right up close, as close as could
be. Waiting after all these years. She’s up there with everything Guido was and
is. Only she knows all of it now. Where Guido and his buddies from the skies
and in between wake him in the darkest part of the morning. Where his photos
of Hypatia ever since high school were, and the words written by him and others
are hidden. There she is, connected to him in amnesia and . . . could that be . . .
the quick infusion of sudden nostalgia? All that makes Guido invisible. No
longer who he is because he has done, gathered, kept warm in the presence of
Hypatia.
Guido opened the outer door of his apartment building. An early supper
was cooking over an open fire, spices from the forest, from darkest centuries ago.
The scent was sharp. Was that a perfume yet unopened, alpine air infused with
newly spun virgin linen and cumin?
Guido a master of surroundings. Once afraid to be alone. The long winter
of loneliness no longer weighs upon his life. Guido had learned the solitary path
because no one sees you there. Turn off the phone ringer and put the answering
machine in the refrigerator. All is quiet except for the ticking of the clock.
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Everything no one wants is there in his apartment. No one approves.
Books by Lenin and Kolakowski, Gurdjieff and Wilhelm Reich. Words no one
wants. His pictures of Hypatia over the years, always gazing back at him
unflinching. Where he disappears into the stillness, where no one sees. He
becomes unseen, yet visible only by what fills the apartment, and now Hypatia is
there.
Maybe gonna need a bigger place.
Guido certain his job’s still there. If he remembers it, he must know it’s
there, even though Hypatia’s there also. What kind of magic can that make?!?!
There’s a warm glowing beneath his apartment door. Hypatia’s
welcoming. There a scent he can no longer make sweet with reminder. There’s a
sting in the air.
Guido, key in hand, feels the heat, beginning in waves by his feet. He
touches the door. He recoils. It would have burned his fingers.

Good Friday
Across the planes of spring
into the spiral of the year
we all stand near to each other
we all stand by things
that stand by us.
It is the same stars that shine upon us.
We all live above the sign of the serpent
from which everything grows.
–– Steven Leech
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Phillip Bannowsky

Aubade
In French it means "dawn serenade" . . . . song or poem of lovers parting at dawn.
–merriam-webster.com
What’s left of
I
before my
I,
rocking in and out of daylight,
dawned on me?
When merely
shadows
perturbed the darkness
in the timeless zone where
Nowhere parts
with
There.
I ask because I’m notoriously forgetful: keys, kids,
my big sister in the refrigerator—
How the rubber weather stripping
of that black casket
still clasps the enamel jamb.
Oh, she got out,
but I don’t know how many years I’ve burned
turning back for re-dos.
At this second dotage,
there’s more to sing of
there
than
where I’m bound.
So, in what cerebral groove or neuro-clump
does
it slumber
where
once
I woke to time?
there,
where senses sloughed
the sediment of experience,
yielding this gelatinous
Ich,
this being not all
there?
Or was
it
more somatic?
I hear the tongue’s the brain’s
most territorial muscle,
a continent of gray matter,
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that extracts unimpeded satisfaction
from blood-warm milk, then mimics lullabies:
Did it translate early talk to
thought?
Was I

pinched awake
by crib rails, urinary
rashes, hunger, absence, or some
traumatic currency of therapists?
Would
there
Lacan and Freud have founded
new theories of identity formation on the anecdotes
of my murky quirks?
In this
workshop of my soul
would Marx have divined
a particular stage of production
with its
contingent consciousness?
Speaking of historical epochs,
there’s the providential availability
of my father’s seed in 1943,
he having been shot down in the early months of WWII—
I don’t mean I was a
haunted homunculus
since Dad stabbed the egg,
just that his opportunity to be
there
led to me
and
to his subsequent affair
with my mother’s step-niece,
Mom being the young “foundling” of the family,
and Dad the Texan,
these last facts
the
tangential contingencies of my
cribhood dawning.
So, where oh where does my I’s
waking
vegetate?
May this hunched poesy
there
resuscitate,
repair
my morning song.
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Joseph Massey
Garden Level
Night gives nothing back; it only appears to cohere. What’s locked in
dissolves without pause. An animal rattles mulch and twice-dead leaves
piled against the window. I know the walls are there for the sounds they sift
into the room—the room that inhabits me—underground.
+
Sun in the shape of a quadrangle on a wood floor. Curtains blown
horizontal split it in half. Dust divots air, dents the pale afternoon. An hour
isn’t like anything, not even itself. A window, a patch of lawn, a street for
the tide of its noise, for measure. A stream of particulars undoing the room.
+
It can take all day to filter out the debris of a dream, to see a thing
contained by its terms. Call it clarity. You have to almost stop thinking; get
up to the edge of the clanging at the back of the brain. Go dumb to the
light.
+
Three weeks in and the season begins to click. Weather to word; word to
weather. A bird circles, punctuates a bloodless sky — the husk we’re under.
The street a monochrome stream. Cold enough to numb thought.
+
Snow light at dusk, the deepening bruise; a blue that hums. A soundless
ringing between the eyes where all things sink and disperse. For once we’re
reading the world without the names by which we dream it. Nothing to say;
nothing saying us.
+
Everything comes to a point along the horizon; every limb stripped to a
line. Even the clouds sharpen, shaved against a mountain. A pond
duplicates the scene — if your gaze drops. To suspend the senses in the
drone of geometry. To forget the traffic here.
+
The way the mind bends to receive injured weather, the sudden warmth, as
though half awake and watching a place — a room, a field — assemble
itself one object at a time. A syntax expanding beneath fanned rays of
gaping sun. Center everywhere, circumference nowhere.
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A Window in New England
Noun by noun dusk draws
down night, a singular thinglessness, an open
syllable pronouncing lack.
How breath alone becomes sight.
*
Call it November—
the mountain carved flat by fog;
the bottomed-out clouds
refusing metaphor, no
language left to contain them.
*
This morning the light
is bleached by cold. Pinhole sun
caught up in clear quartz.
Blinded, I read the quiet
unwriting frost, field, fence, gull.
*
Church bells bend into
syllables, into patterns:
these leafless shadows
on the lawn clawing toward
asphalt, dispersing the day.
*
Now the room contains
the season, its signs inscribe
the wall, ink their way
across. When wind litters air
the lines vibrate—the room moves.
*
A silence beyond
mind, beyond thought. The way air
and light hum soundlessly
over a field patched with
frost. The way vision listens.
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*
Call it December—
skyline abbreviated
by a rogue cloud deck.
Dead leaves rattle through traffic.
Another world closes in.
*
Nothing to pronounce
but morning’s disorder. What
the dark sifts into
light: the room and its corners—
this illegible shadow.
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SWING LOW SWEET DARK SIDE OF THE MOON

Douglas Morea
“We shall meet in the place where there is no darkness.
— George Orwell, 1984: Obrien portending to Winston
“But whether or not a man was asked
To mar the love of two
By harboring woe in the bridal house
The bridegroom wished he knew.”
— Robert Frost, Love and a Question:
of a stranger darkening a door
Love is the formless clay of heaven, gifted down for clean hands, and thus
worked by the will of the world. Thus did Lucy and Willie measure themselves as
music, by the music of the organ, up the aisle to the altar, to be wed. The father kissed
the bride on her cheek, good-bye, as instructed: ceremonially the old barn door again is
opened and shut, to reassure the world of a horse that is already long since forever
gone, or come back safely home.
Lucy and Willie were virgins, a condition before marriage rare in their time and
place. Old fashioned to a fault, they were proud possessors of having chosen not to
have a thing perhaps too easily had, and gave that pride the strange bedfellow of
humility in laying that possession to rest until now in the safekeeping of their shared
higher power. The obligatory marzipan bride and groom on their wedding cake was an
overlooked redundancy as they shared its golden crumbs bound firm by white icing.
Two sincere children striving to become grown-ups the right way, they then left their
earthbound inferiors to the remainder of mere crumbs; well-wish cash pocketed, they
were off to the airport, sky-bound for a sea-side resort. All went well through luggage
check. Then something happened: the rest of their lives.
The airport had faked a composed face for as long as possible. True, sirens had
been frequent to and fro on the road—but that was the outer world, and had become so
normal lately, so why care? But a mass protest was launching against government
flight restrictions, and mass government forces were deploying to restrict the protest.
Lucy and Willie gave up standing beside filled chairs, and sat on the floor. Good news?
Their flight was not cancelled—only indefinitely delayed. It was an open secret: the
Government was using every excuse to restrict freedom of travel. Packing a valid
passport was getting treated with the same suspicion as a loaded concealed weapon.
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Security clearance was backing up like the proverbial don’t say it. You didn’t have to
break the law anymore to be a criminal. All they needed was to need you to be one,
and the Law would break YOU. Lucy’s father was a police chief, and Willie a rookie
cop. So why did this violence embarrass them with their own dismay? Okay, bomb
threat rumors wove around them, and they both knew the sound of gunshots, even
from afar. Thank God for vast airports? Willie got impatient first. “Damn,” he blurted,
neither of them noticing his language, “Our laptops are on the plane, where it looks like
we’ll never be.” “Your cell?” she suggested. So he got on it for info and options. “Let’s
take the train,” he announced, “It’ll be only three hours to the plane’s one. We only
wanted to fly for kicks anyway.” “But our luggage?” She was right. All they had with
them now was the clothes on their backs. But such clothes! They were still celestially
accoutered in their pristine nuptial state of transfiguration. In the airport. On the floor.
No coats, but who needed coats in June? But yes a cell phone. And, oh yes, a ton of
cash.
The taxi to the train station took forever, having to stop twice for passing troop
convoys. In the darkness of the back seat, and closing her eyes to not see it, Lucy
murmured, “This was supposed to be our moment of sweetness and light.” “You said
it,” growled Willie, staring transfixed out into the glare, “Why can’t they all just get
their act together.” The train station was worse than the airport, and less vast: the
violence was up close. Not just cops, but ambulances abounded, and many were in no
hurry to bear their guest occupants away, as they were dead. “Protesters were lying
across the tracks to stop the trains, but the engineers were under orders to move
anyway, so they ran them over and some died,” a bloodshot eyed woman screamed at
them. There were no reporters for her to scream to, as these were banned. “What are
these fools protesting for anyway?” Willie yelled out, to no one in particular. But a
man answered him gratis, “Did you know you need a passport now to board a
domestic train? That’s what it’s about. Who carries a passport for a domestic trip?”
“We didn’t,” blurted Lucy, wide-eyed. “No, we didn’t. Shit,” muttered Willie, again
neither of them noticing his language, “Which means we couldn’t have boarded the
plane either anyway. Excuse me, officers?” he called out to several cops leading away a
number of bruised and bleeding but ambulatory hand-cuffed men and women, “I’m a
rookie cop myself, and I’d appreciate pointers; may I ask what you’re taking these folks
in for?” After eyeing Willie dubiously for a moment, the first cop answered, “Official
charge’ll likely be assault.” “Was it armed assault?” “Oh no,” returned the cop,
“Emotional assault. Word came down just an hour ago. Top judge ruled today it’s a
crime to provoke anyone to hurt you because then they’ll have to spend the rest of their
lives suffering guilt for it.”
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“Lord, what those engineers must be going through,” reflected Willie, as they
headed for the bus station, which conveniently lay across the street from the train
station. “You feel sorry for them? And not the people they ran over on purpose because
it was their job?” Lucy could not believe either of them was talking this way. “Hey,
hasn’t your Dad the big police chief, who we both idolize, brought in murderers to be
executed because it was his job?” “Yes, but these protesters didn’t murder anyone.”
“No but they’ve murdered our honeymoon.” His instantaneous regret came not soon
enough. A pause, and she, “Are you saying our honeymoon is dead? So soon? So
easily?” “Well no I… didn’t…” At which point they had entered the bus terminal.
Terminal indeed.
A teeming shore of unwashed poor and shabby, seeking escape from
something—to anywhere? Babies bawling, kids nagging with hopeless and pointless
energy.
Everybody looked unkempt, and the place stank with chronic poor
maintenance. The few eyes that turned to witness Lucy’s and Willie’s entrance widened
with surprise, and the two for the first time became conscious of their dress: his
glistening black suit, her glowing white wedding gown, and suddenly they felt a lot less
lovely than they looked, as the sweat of the humid night and their exertions caught up
with them. “Look, I’m sorry,” Willie stumbled, “The world just doesn’t know how to
behave itself anymore, and so we’re just feeling more hurt than we’re used to. I care
about us.” “Me too,” she sighed, “but all of these people too are feeling hurt, and more
hurt-ful, than they’re used to.” “Yes, but two’s company and three’s a crowd,” his face
hardened. “The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit… is that a crowd?” She spoke, her
face hardening to his as they shared eyes. Then the eyes of both dropped, and they fell
silent, for both grasped at once they had crossed a line that till that moment neither
knew existed.
Fortunately the passport mandate had not yet reached bus service, so they could
get tickets, and a route did go past their resort. Of course it would take five hours, and
it was already ten pm. Still, the resort reservation was prepaid for 3 nights, so no issue
on late arrival. The bad news was all the bus companies had every available bus in
service because of the country’s social upheavals. The bus Lucy and Willie needed was
about to leave, but had only one seat, with standing strictly forbidden. The next bus
was extra, with an unknown number of passengers already aboard, and tickets were
numbered, so the agent could not promise that even one seat, much less two, would be
available for them on that bus. “Here,” Willie said, “You take the phone and the first
bus, alone. The phone will help you in case of trouble—you’re a woman in a wedding
dress, and with all the permission running free lately somebody might decide to, um,
harvest you. And anyway, you’ll at least get to the resort and be able to settle in, and
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make the place comfy for us. When I’ll arrive.” She almost protested that Dad had
raised her well in the skills of defensive violence, and if anyone tried harvesting her
he’d find himself harvested instead. But she didn’t. She felt too loved by Willie’s
caring. She got on the bus.
Crazily his next bus materialized in minutes, the added irony being that pairs of
empty seats would have been theirs for the choosing. And the trip took only four and a
half hours, between a ruthless driver and the lateness of the night having lightened the
traffic. But as the bus pulled up to stop before the resort, his heart leaped as if off a cliff,
for in the curbside darkness there loomed a ghostly whiteness that did not belong there.
It was Lucy, waiting for him, outside the resort. It turned out the resort was in lockdown. Under guise of being a guest, a self-appointed terrorist had slipped in with
enough clips to harvest half the locally available population. A great mystery of the
information age is this: How is it that surveillance that shines so bright a light on us it
seeks out and destroys our privacy in every last crevice where it might hide, but leaves
yawning ink-black swaths, invisible to good people, but in plain view to every monster,
rich and poor, seeking haven from which to prey on us? Fortunately this monster took
out only windows and chandeliers before being himself taken out by the resort’s armed
and trained guard. So no guests, especially not real ones, until at least the next day.
So at three a.m. Lucy and Willie found a taxi, and learned that their resort was
like unto the Wizard’s Emerald City, in that after dark the Land of Oz outside of town
was one bad neighborhood. And the best the savvy cabdriver could, or would do for
them was drop them at an ancient ramshackle motel within sight of the beach and a
free-standing branch of a bank, and nothing else. Two funny things. In the murk one
could make out the fact of the motel’s NO VACANCY sign, of which only the red letters
VACA were lit, making a trip into the office necessary to learn whether the NO was
turned off, and a room could be had, or whether N and O were broken too along with
ANC and Y, and a room wasn’t. It turned out the NO was not broken but turned off, so
Lucy and Willie at last scored a room for their wedding night, all two or so hours left of
it. And it would be a sweaty night too because the air conditioner didn’t work, allowing
them to be lulled off by the sound of the nearby surf. At least the open window had a
screen. An oddness was that it raised no eyebrows in the office that they had neither
luggage nor a car. But perhaps that helped explain the other funny thing. The motel
and the bank both had parking lots, but the motel’s parking lot was empty, whereas the
bank’s parking lot was full. Was the dark bank secretly open because people around
here were ashamed to be caught banking in the middle of the night?
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The office had nothing to drink, but all the peanut butter crackers one could eat
in a lifetime, provided one didn’t get piggy about living too terribly long. Lucy and
Willie took the whole supply, on the grounds that they were young enough and healthy
enough to get piggy and live to be still hungry at a hundred. For champagne they had
to make do with water from the bathroom. When the unnerving issue of bedtime could
no longer be avoided, they turned off the light. Only then did they take off their clothes
and hang them up to dry, wishing they could have hung themselves up to dry as well.
They discovered they could hug as long as they pretended they had clothes on. They
both kept on asking are you alright? They felt gross and alien. Lucy’s body resisted
penetration until suddenly it didn’t. “Ouch!” she shouted, surprising herself more than
him. “Did that hurt?” he quavered. “No,” she said. “Oh, good,” he sighed, “It hurt me
a little.” “Then why didn’t you say ouch?” “I forgot I could,” he answered, and added,
“Are we supposed to kiss now?” Lucy pondered on this, and said, “I’m sure we don’t
have to, but we are married, so it has to be okay.” Just then the headboard of the bed in
the next room began rhythmically slamming the thin partition between them. The age
of total transparency was upon them: the invention of see-thru dry-wall impended.
Shortly the pounding subsided, and they grew gradually almost comfortable. Then
something very spiritual came to pass: the need for privacy between them evaporated
into its own darkness, and they slept. Outside it was June 21st, the longest day of the
year, and the sun was blazing. Fortunately it was the kind of motel that for professional
reasons had very thick, light-proof curtains. Love is a dirty job, but somebody’s got to
do it.
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CAMPING OUT, part 2
mOtHeRtUcKeR
One last little tweak of my wrist on the handle of my fly rod, and the tiny
synthetic insect tied to the end of the tapered leaded starts its graceful
downward flight toward the lake. Feathered wings flutter, touching in the light
breeze. The water below beckons though so it searches for a place to land – till
finally settling and creating the perfect union. A symmetrical ripple forms on
the mirrored surface builds into a small wave. The wave begins a slow gently
roll towards me.
Dreams like this are so welcomed. My last one conjured up pleasantries
even more appreciated than this one of fly-fishing. It was of my daughter, in
her little cheerleader's outfit, balancing precariously atop a pyramid of fellow
athletes, and looking straight at me. First comes that cute little wink of hers - to
catch my attention. Then, “Daddy, Daddy, look at me” she hollers with a
mischievous grin to announce to the whole world, “I got my daddy wrapped
around my lil finger”.
The night air has freshened me greatly after a hot day of hitchhiking in an
August sun. Being homeless has made me hard. If I had to, I could do without
such dreams. But such moments of peaceful sanity, even if imagined, provide
great comfort. Life’s many uncertainties engulf me at times. Being homeless is
a strange state of existence. It has worn on me – especially since I never suffer
fools well. Mid-management types in homeless shelters with their bibles
weighing down their desks and crucifixes weighing down their neck - even in
few far between unique places like St. Francis – tend to float around whipping
up insufferable amounts of bureaucratic bullshit. Break a rule, any rule, any of
the many, many rules, even accidentally, and it’s back into the street for you
where it’s cold in more ways than one. There ought to be a law that requires
these places to place a sign on their front door warning any who dare enter:
“Herein lies mankind’s sewer.
If you can’t deal with the smell, BE
SOMEWHERE ELSE”!
People at St. Francis do try hard not to insult your intelligence. Still, it was
good to be out of there. Didn’t even stick around for breakfast and St. Francis
serves up a great breakfast compliments of their ‘Sunday-go-to-meeting’
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fellowship, most of whom will make every attempt to show up for church
services at least twice a year. Instead, I headed directly to the road that led
home and stuck my thumb out. My daughter after all awaits, with huge warm
hugs.
This railroad underpass I’ve chosen for my evening’s rest has proven
adequate. Initial inspections of my surroundings assured me I was alone, so
after a cold meal of beans in a can I pulled a light rain jacket out of my
backpack, curled it to fit under my head like a pillow, grabbed a piece of what
looked like relatively clear ground, and laid down. Toward the back, behind
me, plastered all over the thick concrete walls that carry the train tracks above
me, was a montage of rage - colorful gang murals competing with other colorful
gang murals. I marvel at how the human mind is so able to remove one so
completely from such bleak realities. This place for instance had a familiar bad
smell. Apparently those before me used it for a bathroom. I’m always careful
when I go down for the night in crash sites like this, to examine where I lay my
head. Don’t want or need a free urine shampoo.
And now, asleep, I wait. A large tenant of the deep, hunger driving it
from its dark hidden depths, is about to come crashing through the deep blue
surface of water which lies before me in my dream. It will be a vicious attack. I
wait: Any moment now it will make its incredible presence known. The small
of my back arches in preparation. I wait. Patiently, I wait.

BE SOMEWHERE ELSE
The tracks above are from a spur-line off the old North / South run. Seen
from a distance, they appeared to collide with the calm river flowing out from
under the railroad bridge, the bridge which created this underpass where I now
sleep. Corner pillars of the underpass wall were dressed with very specific
gang symbols to announce to the world just who you pay homage to should
you be unlucky enough as to bump into one of them. This particular group of
youthful fun seekers I’ve encountered before I think. They’re not Mexican
mafia - but bad enough regardless. Street gangs take territorial squabbles
seriously.
The artwork on the underpass walls was brilliant…quite unique. A large
painting of a school bus on fire, flames shooting out of it like multi-colored
lightning, was plastered across the wall behind me. Striking… especially with
its children screaming in horror as they scrambled out of the busses small
windows. Couldn’t for the life of me figure out what THAT was all about.
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Must have had some significance to this particular group though. One of the
kids looked very much like my daughter too. Scary… very scary.
Insatiable rage: Rage is a robe which smothers jungle encampments like
this. It’s an environment that would be alien to any semi-rationally raised white
boy who feels more comfortable in a “Dress for Success” outfit than in
dungarees hanging half off my ass and a hoodie. Isolated clumps of grass poke
through the hard ground around me, obviously confused by their existence.
Old empty wine bottles left by old empty winos - previous tenants of my
evening’s private outdoor bedroom - were piled up all nice and neat over by
the bottom of the sloped path which led down here: A reminder to all that yes,
even here amongst life’s various economically inspired obsessions, recycling
does exist. Either that or somebody has been saving up for a little nine-mil
bottle shoot.
Hours have gone by - I’ve been falling in and out of sleep all night. The
dreams persist though, each with small variations on a theme – fishing. First it
was a lake, then the ocean: This latest incantation is an icy cold mountain
stream filled with brook trout. And as with reality, it’ll be light soon. Not long
till a rising sun breaks through. A colorful canopy of orange and red autumn
leaves reach out, their colors much like the murals on these underpass walls. In
my dreams I’m alone, and safe. In the reality of this underpass though I sleep
lightly because the actual blackness of my surroundings hides silhouettes and
shadows of every imaginable childhood horror.
Yet, every time I wake I catch myself thinking how badly I need a couple
more minutes of rest, and doze back off again - back into my surreal world of
make believe. At the shelter I got little sleep – and no comforting dreams interrupted as I was constantly, by two roommates who snored incessantly. So
I’m startled, but not surprised when a strange, but rather abrupt noise - its
crackling echoing off the grey soiled concrete walls around me - wakes me. It’s
a real noise, where there should be no noise so instantly my eyes shoot open
and I’m back in my body under this railroad bridge lying on damp cold ground
in the black of night. A chill in the night air caused me to wrap a scratchy olive
drab Salvation Army blanket that was laying over in the corner tightly around
my semi-sleeping body, and now, when I attempt to move, I find myself
pinned… somewhat helpless… arms close to my side.
That noise, that strange noise: It sounded vaguely familiar: Like dry leaves
on gravel shifting around… like a foot of someone - or something - being placed
slowly, carefully, on undergrowth. Is someone out there? Could someone be
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attempting to sneak up on me? If only I had my arms free. I need to work on
that - quietly though: In fact, soundlessly if possible… just in case.

THE SOUND
A good ten minutes go by – and silence now is all that is left out there.
Whatever it was, it had to be harmless. Probably an animal - a squirrel perhaps.
No, more likely a rat. Rats call urine smelling trashy places like this home. I
can deal with that – I can deal with a rat. Wait - that makes no sense. Rats
constantly move: They don’t freeze in place for ten whole minutes. It had to be
something else. Oh hell: Probably just a small branch that broke of a tree
limb… fell. Yeah, that’s it.
Additional minutes go by: Still no sound… only the trickle of the river
slowly cruising by and rubbing the bank some thirty feet away. It’s been quiet
for a long time now - long enough for me to gradually overcome my mind’s
jumpiness. I’m tired. I really need sleep. Hell, it can’t be anything that could
hurt me. It’s not someone looking for a place to crash. Drunks enter places like
this like they are on a winning streak in Vegas. You don’t come up on someone
in the dead of night all quiet like. It can get you killed. And it isn’t cops.
There’s no logical reason why cops would be rambling round out here in the
dead of night: I’m too far from the city. Sides, cops turn on those big heavy
black three-cell flashlights they carry around when they enter places like this,
partly in recognition of its unknown danger, but mostly to be able to - should
the opportunity present itself – bash someone’s skull in. No, it isn’t another
person. It was a twig or something. I’ve got to stop letting my imagination get
the best of me.
I strain to hear something – anything. But still, nothing appears to be out
here but me… and the blackness of the night… and the slow moving river. I’ll
be able to free my arms once I loosen the blanket a bit. In any case I should be
able to escape its hold rapidly, if necessary. Lying on my side has pinned my
arm. It’s fallen asleep and I feel the needles. There can’t be anything out there.
Man, I need to get some sleep. First I need to move though – get blood back into
my arm. I can roll over unto my back – then loosen the itchy blanket around
me. It’ll be light soon. Stress of this unwanted homeless existence brings on a
tiredness far worse than exhaustion brought on by depression, and so sleep is a
gift from God. I need to open that gift.
Dozed off again. My dreams, my welcomed dreams, return. The gentle
river thirty feet away has turned into a mountain stream. I fished a stream like
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this years ago up in the California high sierras, back when I had money from a
job that afforded me nice vacations. Rushing mountain water, so clear, is
spilling over small boulders and rocks that fell from the mountain’s side,
forming little protected pools for the fish to hide in. Half covered in white
bubbly foam the rippling surface is inviting - but ice cold to the touch. Trout
love these pools. They can see me - they engage me behind my closed eyelids.
Graffiti laced front columns by the entrance of this underpass are forgotten –
replaced by wooden posts of an old broken down dock somewhere
downstream.
Nearby woods, evergreens adjacent to my dream’s streamside country
road, are adorned with a light covering of snow. In the valley off in the
distance, vibrant colors, reds and yellows, mimicking that school bus, forecast
the coming of winter. A dry-fly again rests in my palm. It’s small; very pretty
too: dressed in it’s costume of purple and yellow wings - a prima ballerina
hiding in the wings of a theater waiting to perform, waiting for the curtain to go
up.
A light breeze gently pushes over me. My dry-fly flutters ever so gently,
knowing her time to shine is approaching. She’s the center of attention
preparing for her dance on the wind, yearning for the stream and exhibiting
irresistible charm. It will be more than enough to lure some giant trout from its
hiding place within the blue foam that covers the pools, to the surface. It might
even jump clear of the water. That would be a sight to see.
On the ground in a frame, which stands beside my head, is my daughter’s
picture. It always rests next to me when I sleep. A light brown bamboo fly rod
materializes next to it. Fantasy has again mixed with reality. I welcome it for it
means I am no longer just some helpless homeless fool laying on cold hard
ground, covered by an olive-green Salvation Army blanket that makes me itch.
Instead I’m a rich dry-fly fisherman decked out in fashionable L. L. Bean
sportswear, with shoulder-high rubber hip waders to help me stand tall in the
stream.
Early morning is when you catch the best fish. I search the water before
me; whip my pretty little ballerina into action - my light tan and black fishing
vest with its many pockets caressing and warming my back and shoulders. I
am at one with my environment and no longer have a care in the world. In fact
my only worry is that my cast might not prove accurate enough to guide this
little piece of artificial deliciousness toward its rightful destination.
Reaching down, I pick up the rod, then, carefully, walk out into the gravel
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based shallows. Icy water swirls round my legs like a cat rubbing off scent.
The thick dark brown waders that cover my legs stop the mountain’s cold
water from chilling me. Further into the stream I venture, gingerly taking steps.
For I can feel the power of the water as it pushes itself around me. It could own
me at any moment it chose: At any moment it could topple me, drown me, and
wash me away.
Pulling the clear monofilament off the reel I reach down and grab its bare
end to tie on the tiny bright artificial fly. That done, I strip out more line - now
green and florescent in color - rearing back the long bamboo fly pole so as to
launch my ballerina high up into the air behind me. I need to be careful so my
cast does not entangle the dry-fly’s small hook in a losing battle with some tree
branch. Next, the pole is brought down hard, in a forward thrust. The fly
shoots out in front of me in a graceful arc. Now, back again: Yank hard on the
rod… Force the line to whip out behind me. Then, forward again with the dry
line forming an “S” in the air as it heads downstream toward that perfect pool
I’ve spotted.

REALITY - II
Oh GOD - that sound... it’s there again
Instantly I’m awake - wide
awake…and anxiously searching my surroundings. A solitary morning bird
chirps its friendly wake up call to calm me, but fear is the constant companion
of those forced to exist in America’s newest, ever-growing front line of poverty:
Fear of some high–as-kite HIV infected drug addict attacking me with a
discarded needle… fear of getting cut be one while dumpster diving for life’s
necessities... fear of the cold… fear of being hungry… fear especially of the
police - and now, fear of someone hiding unseen in the darkness with a straight
razor waiting for the opportunity to pounce and open me up like a fresh melon.
Perhaps later I can convince myself that what I just heard, clearly heard,
and not just sensed or dreamed, was nothing. But for now, right now, the noise
is everything, and fear of it consumes me. Buried deep in the hidden recess of
my homeless mind lies a Jack-in-the-Box with an evil clown doll inside. That
noise, which just ricocheted off the wall behind me, that noise which so
suddenly, so rudely, woke me from my pleasant dream, has gone and tripped
the safety latch on Jack’s door and up has popped the possibility of a real live
Freddie Kruger, knives and all.
Sleep deprived eyes strain to see in the blackness, looking for anything
real, anything that might provide a clue as to what just crafted that unwelcome
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sound. I bombard the vicinity with my stare to the point of hurting - then scan
it again in attempts to locate whatever could be hiding in the dark. I must find
it. I must find a way to jam ole Freddie back into his despicable box. No one
but my daughter would miss me if this thing – whatever it is – attacked me;
killed me; and threw my body into the river. No one ever misses homeless
people.
Shrinks claim isolation makes homeless people talk to themselves. Not
true. We homeless talk to the monsters. We talk to the sadists; rapists; gang
members who kill without a second thought, and in horrible ways - we beg
them not to choose this particular night to slam an ax into the back of our skull.
Some call such perceptions, paranoia. I myself though have always preferred
the term “Having An Acute State of Awareness".
Minutes tick by. What time is it? Must be near morning. The sun will be
up soon. Still no more sound? More minutes go by. A repose? Blood in my
veins is pounding less harshly against my temple. This silence has become less
scary. Could it have actually been a bare foot taking a delicate step on dead
leaves? More likely it was just another dead twig falling off a branch - or
maybe a squirrel: Squirrels can be quite. Maybe a squirrel was scurrying limb
to limb when it lost an acorn from its cheek. Could it be a foraging deer out
there, which froze when it sensed my presence? Whatever it was, it must be
harmless else it would have attacked already. Nothing is THAT patient. Lord
I’m so tired.
Homeless people, smart ones, stay acutely conscience of their
surroundings at all times, especially when camping in jungles. I can sleep
because I know I checked out the area when I entered. It was safe then… No
one hiding in the evening shadows. It is safe now. So why am I questioning
that? The shear sound of nothing has worked to convince me sleep is more
important than whatever happens to be out there. And finally my soul gives
out… grows quiet. Five more minutes go by… then ten. Still nothing. I’ll close
my eyes for a minute. I’ll be alright. Man, I am so tired - so very, very tired.
First though let me make one last visual inspection of my surroundings - just to
be sure… and another, to be on the safe side.
Asleep… again… The dream returns. Back and forth go the line, leader,
and fly with each cast - reaching for maximum distance. Out over my head into
the darkness they extend, each cast showing greater and greater urgency. The
warning stripe on the line appears, informing me I’m near the end of the spool.
Finally my ballerina has reached her destination. Time has come to for this dry
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fly to do her thing – and she’s ready for it. She descends, the weight of the
barb-less hook helping her, into the pool - mountain breezes holding her gently
aloft till she’s ready to touch the surface. Don’t want to spook the fish. One
final bump on the rod tip, one final light urging, and one last small “S” crawls
into the fly line bringing the bait alive. How can anything this beautiful be
ignored?
Suddenly the noise is there again. Oh crap. Childhood memories surface
of youthful summer days spent at a New Hampshire mountain camp,
compliments of New York City’s Police Athletic League and my long lonely
isolated treks through evergreen filled forests. I've heard this sound before. It's
the sound of a footstep crackling the undergrowth. It’s much closer this time –
much louder.
Shadows magically appear within the night – abound to suggest evil and
dangerous things. The early morning light now competes with whatever is out
there scaring the hell out of me by trying to hide. A cold chill starts out in my
lower spine and crawls its way slowly up into the base of my skull forcing the
hair on the back of my neck to lift straight up. I might not see much even as
inch by inch the morning sun enters my camp, but enough light exists now to
suggest that something or someone is over there next to that tree.
Lord: What am I saying? Someone? Someone is out there? But where’s he
or she come from? And why wait so long before doing something to be
known? The words of Skylow, the low-tech shelter resident who I once befriended float into my mind from our last St. Francis dinner. Hollering across
twelve people and three tables he’d told me about this underpass - to the
affirmative murmurs and nods of all sitting between us. Later, he’d add a
warning: "Yo Mother!" ("Mother" is my street tag): "Watch out for old crazy Mabel
man! If she catches you alone fool, you won't be able to use that little thing of yours for
a week.". Could it actually be Crazy Mable, a “Reagan Crazy”, one of those a
little woo woo who no one messes with? Crazy Mable likes to scream at
invisible entities hiding in the sky while dancing half naked in an intersection.
Crazy Mable has been known to hurt people who don’t see her personal
entities.
Reagan Crazies like her exist everywhere thanks to ignoble decisions by
America’s favorite ex-president who, in his desire to provide his rich financial
backers with yet one more tax break, forced thousands into homeless horrors by
closing all the nut houses. Taken from safe lockable rooms where their
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ramblings could be presented in all glory to some nice white-robed man who’d
give them drugs – or electric shock treatments – those people began the very
disillusionment, the very unraveling, of America’s morality as we see today.
Reagan promised of course to build “community centers” for them. But, given
America’s propensity for greed and a congress that kisses up to the rich, that of
course, never happened.
Crazy Mable man? Jesus! Only someone like that could be fool enough to
try to sneak into this secluded area without announcing themselves. I freeze
my body - freeze it hard to stop my breathing. Am I within striking distance?
Off in the shadows to the left I see what I think made that noise. It’s barely next
to that tree. Enough of the low morning light reaches beyond the shadows
though to allow for me to make it out: Good God it’s a bear! No wait a
minute: That’s nuts. We’re WAY to close to civilization that . . .

A BEAR
An outstretched hand reaches toward it, and in the darkness just above the
little mountains formed by my knuckles, it becomes more defined. It’s large –
and emerging this side of the tracks from under the curtain of blackness which
stretches below the railroad bridge. It isn’t a bear. That’s a man or woman –
and he or she is hunched over something. I need a plan. If that’s a gangbanger, then not to far away will be his or her friends – with weapons. I’m in
serious trouble. I might be able to handle one of them, but two… three?
Why am I still lying on this ground wrapped up so tightly in this
insufferable olive drab itchy blanket? I have to get clear of this thing somehow,
without arising suspicion. Why in hell did I place this stupid thing around me
so tightly in the first place? Whatever – whoever – is out there, needs to be
unbalanced somehow, at least long enough for me to unravel myself and jump
to my feet. If it gets wind of the fact that I’m awake, before I’m able to protect
myself, I’m done.
Wait… if it thinks I’m still asleep I’ve an advantage. It must - think I’m
asleep - else why would it have not attacked already? This could provide me
an edge. I’ll remain silent... pretend I’m still out like a light. I need the element
of surprise. Somehow I must prepare myself for battle. But then, more bad
news - because I’ve stared long enough to be able to determine it’s a man… a
HUGE man.
A thought occurs that what’s even more dangerous then it being a man
instead of a woman, is the fact that he has had the determination to remain still
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in the shadows for hours. That’s commitment: REAL commitment… outright
dangerous commitment. He has to have chosen, consciously, to remain there
without movement all night long - secluded midst rag weed, poison ivy, rats,
and God knows what else – to wait for just the right moment to attack.
My eyes examine him. Can’t spook him – I’m too vulnerable. I need to get
unraveled somehow from this damn blanket. Where did I see something that
could be used for a weapon when I entered this place? When I first climbed
down the path from the tracks that led here did I see anything that looked like a
broke off tree limb or a discarded empty beer bottle that could have the top
smashed off to expose jagged glass? I can’t remember. Hell, why didn’t I pay
more attention? I know better.
I take a deep breadth. Somehow I have to adopt a manner that doesn’t
alarm him - until I’m able to get my arms free. I have to do it now, before
sunlight lightens the camp too. I need to be able to spring up unto my feet
when the time comes and I’ll need my arms for that – as well as my legs. If only
I could get my hands on my knife. I inhale… exhale… slowly… quietly… and I
think: Reaching my blade is probably impossible. I’ll grab for it once I’m up.
Shifting my body a bit, again, as a normal sleeping person would do, I
take note of the burning bus behind me, its painted florescent flames now
brightening. That’s good because it means the wall is close enough to me for
support - close enough for me to reach for it when I spring up. Warmth from
the morning sunlight has entered this dark place to remove the chill of the night
air. I adjust the bundled material that formed my pillow… carefully. Don’t
want to spook him.
Damn: What was that? He’s taking a step toward me? How could I have
been so stupid, with him less than twenty feet away? I attempt a yawn – and
turn… again as one naturally does while sleeping. If I can convince him I’m
still sleeping he should again provide me time to prepare.
It’s worked. He’s stopped. Good. I can breathe in again… hold it for a
moment. Time is not on my side. I breathe out…. then in, and out, again. He is
staring at me. I can feel it. Minutes go by. Another intake of air and slow quiet
exhale but no changes… Still no movement out of him.
I further roll unto my side… slowly… to fully face him. Oh Shit: that did
it. He’d been sort of hunched over, but now, slowly, he’s bringing himself into
a full upright position. God: He is HUGE. Maybe I can push another small
inconspicuous act. I must get my whole body free. This guy’s got to be well
over six foot tall.
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I’d hoped otherwise given the darkness. By his mannerisms I can tell he
sees me. Still hasn’t decided to come at me though, so that’s a good thing.
Probably wants to access the situation - see if I’ve any weapons of my own that
can be reached before he’s on me. My other arm is still partially pinned but the
process of rolling developed enough freedom for me to at least now fully free
my right arm – my weapon arm. I wonder whether he sees me as clearly as I
see him.
Don’t think so. The morning sun is in the wrong position for it. More
minutes pass. Why doesn’t he attack? My internal clock is doing to me what it
did earlier. I yawn again. Can’t help it. Still nothing from him though - at least
nothing audible to ring my inner alarm and send hot adrenaline flying into my
muscles.
Unconsciously, unwittingly, I start to relax again. Lord I am so tired. I’ve
fought off the need for sleep now for almost an hour, but it has found me again.
I must stay awake. He isn’t moving. He hasn’t for some time. Probably as
scared of me as I am of him anyway. Hell, maybe he isn’t a threat. Maybe he
doesn’t even know I’m here. Maybe he’s asleep. One does learn how to sleep
standing up when you are homeless.
The longer he makes no move me toward me the more my eyelids
question why they remain open. Has my imagination got the best of me…
again? Situations like this require fear to maintain your inner alarm system…
keep the adrenalin flowing. But my fear has decided to join my need for sleep
in a game a tug-of-war - and fear is losing.
Perhaps he is just a drunk. He isn't weaving though, stumbling all over
the place. Drunks stumble and weave, even when taking a leak. This thing,
this man, has movements too well coordinated, too careful, for him to be
wasted. I wonder if he can hear my heavy labored breathing or can feel in the
ground the beginning vibrations of my trembling body?
He moves… takes another small step toward me… then stops again. He’s
not asleep… and he’s looking straight at me. He knows I’m laying here. I have
to pray he believes I’m sleeping. Got to figure out a way to shift my position
without alerting him to the fact that I’m actually wide awake. The knife, where
the hell is the damn blade?
Need to lift my head just a little - got to be able to move my left hand more
freely. Where's my fucking knife - my childhood protector, a switchblade I've
had since the age of thirteen and which at night I also park near my pillow –
right where my imaginary fly rod appeared? If I can just get a finger on it.
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Stretching, my right arm reaches far out in front of me. I wait for blood to
remove the numbing needles - that pin-cushioned feeling you get when a limb
falls asleep.
He takes yet another step toward me but this time in light of a sun helps
me - I can clearly make out the outline of him… even his face shows some
definition. Suddenly I realize he’s much closer to me than I had thought.
Adrenaline surges into my muscles. My mind fights to clear itself of
unnecessary clutter as alarms rage in my head. Fifteen feet - he’s fifteen feet
from me? Could he attack from there? Does he feel he should get closer?
Won't be long before the morning light becomes my enemy. It’s been
coming in faster and faster. Once it gets here in full bloom he won’t have to
question whether I’m awake. Perhaps when the time comes I'll be able to whip
the blanket around my arm.
Got to try to get to my feet free to so I can spring up if and when he
attacks. To that goal I’ve been sliding that scratchy Salvation Army blanket off
me, using my toes to push it on down. Got it down past my belt line so far. If I
can just slip my right arm toward my knife without arousing suspicion. Need
to be really careful - even if it’s still not bright enough for him to see every
slight movement I make.

MY BACKPACK
He on the other hand stands high enough in the early sunlight for me to
make out details of even his face. Damn, he's huge. I don't want to die this
way. Got to hold my breath… no, wait a minute: Breath normally. Think damn
it, think. Christ, my kid's gonna read some stupid headline like "Homeless
Man's Body Found Half-Eaten Under Bridge. For more details see page D-13.".
She deserves better than a father whose obituary reads like a passing
subscript… and I rate better than the "D" section.
His face is ragged - like a football linebacker who took one too many hits
to it - with a scar, a rough jagged badly healed cut that boldly crosses the left
side of his face. Shortly, he’ll be able to examine my face too. He’ll discover I’m
wide awake.
He turns - again slowly and methodically. Why? Ah yes: To eye a
panoramic view of our surroundings. He’s taking his time about it too. God
those eyes are cold…there’s no mercy in them. Pleading for my life would be
useless. Oh hell, he’s moving again - turning back in my direction.
A lucky oversight on my part: My backpack lays off to his side in plain
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view and seems to be distracting him. Normally it would have been concealed
somewhere but I was so tired last night. It’s caught his attention. He turns to
it… concentrate on it - instead of me - giving me the prayed-for time to regroup. Perhaps he’ll find something in it he likes. I want desperately to believe
this fool will just go away if he discovers some trinket in the bag that he can
play with or pawn.
An arm of his has reaches into my things. I yawn again, and as I do his
head flashes immediately in my direction. I take a chance anyway to finish the
process, moving slightly…slowly - as sleeping bodies are meant to, until I’m
completely on my back with my face turned toward him and the blanket off of
all of me except for my feet.
He stares at me… a bit too long too… but apparently concludes I’m no
threat and so turns back toward my things. OK: that was close. But I’ve made
it look good, and now both arms are totally free . . . Hopefully he will just take
what he wants of my small treasures and slip quietly back into the night.
Rays of light have finally clawed their way into our surroundings. What’s
that dangling from his right sleeve? Early light is reflecting something off his
hip that’s long, thin, shiny, and swinging freely in sync with his movements.
Chrome – its brilliance in a rising sun sparks intermittent flashes of light against
the stonewall behind me. It's a shape I’m distinctly familiar with – given I own
one. It’s a knife of some sort, attached to his sleeve by a thin silver chain.
He does a quick jerk-like movement with his wrist and the metal lanyard
flips it up into his hand. Sinking to one knee, he does something I can’t see but I hear the distinct clink of a knife snapping open. Using the now extended
shiny metal blade like a can opener, he first opens cuts a side latch to my backpack, then pries open the access panel where I keep my papers and toiletries...
and begins exploring.
For some reason though, suddenly, he stops, turns quickly toward me
again, then lunging, thrusts his dagger straight toward my face - stopping just
feet from me. "What the... Jesus!" I think. "What the hell did I do to provoke
that?” That blade... God it looks like it’s at least twelve inches long. Oh Christ
I've peed myself. What if he can smell it? I can't move. I certainly can’t move.
If I do he’ll know for sure I’m on to him. Must remain perfectly still. It‘s my
only option. Moments pass – for me an eternity.
Finally though, satisfying himself that I am still asleep, he returns to his
one knee position, and again works the contents of my portable bureau. Within
moments, it’s like I’m not even here. He’s ignoring me… reaching into my
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bag… grabbing handfuls of stuff… drawing my things up close to his face
where he can see it all… then throwing it off to the side - tossing contents of my
bag everywhere.
Out comes a small wooden Chinese puzzle that I amuse myself with…
then my tape recorder. Shifting both around in huge hands, he strains to
examine them in the limited light. Discarding the puzzle, he fumbles with the
recorder, fighting with the buttons back and forth, again performing that little
wrist-flip motion of his to use his knife to pry open the tape drive’s bay door.
It's one of those little mini things. The cassette in it pops out and falls to
the ground. Anger replaces logic. I will not continue to feign sleep if this keeps
up. He's toying with a gift from an old friend that I depend on to keep my
sanity. It holds a book of notes I’ve made over time about the hell of this
existence. Sort of like a diary - and I'm as protective of it as a teenage girl
would be of hers.
Street-life has honed my human antenna to a super receptive state – and
when I watch this intruder who looms so close to me so casually, so
nonchalantly, flip aside a 10 karat gold Cross pen my kid gave me for my
birthday, for my writing, for luck) – just flip it out into the darkness - I go into
red alert. This is NOT good. It means this can’t just be some strung out doper
or wasted wino looking to steal himself spare change - and the thought of that
sends yet more cold forbidding chills down my spine.

THE ATTACK
Gangbangers, drug addicts, winos and the like, would have found the pen
a prize worth keeping. This is not just some minor thief or addict. This could
be a male version of Crazy Mabel, one who now, thanks to finishing with the
contents of my pack, is turning his attention back on me, sizing me up like a
Thanksgiving turkey, wondering where the most succulent white meat is. Is
this a homicidal maniac with an intent kill – as soon as he gets around to it?
Such a simple decision for a maniac too. No pre-ordained malice
involved. Just get a clear image of where the target is, where the face is, the
heart: Check for observers naturally - then pounce… thrust that long steel death
into my body deep… over and over. I wait for his attack - wait as I did in my
dream for a trout to strike my lure. Inane newspaper headlines float through
my consciousness: "Man whose homeless found by tracks… a pitchfork shoved
clean up his crack.". His charge at me will be explosive. Merely a question of
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timing now - at what precise moment am I to die?
My second nature takes over. Reflexes honed by a youth spent fighting in
gangs block the fear; concentrate on the possibilities. My right hand tightens its
grip on the ground: My left hand, which has finally managed to locate my
blade, slides it effortlessly up into my palm. Legs tense… muscles coil… I’m a
mongoose about to engage in deathly battle with a cobra.
More sunlight breaks through, too much sunlight, this time bursting bright
enough into the shadows under this underpass for him to see me clearly. I am
no longer hidden. He sees my face; looks into my eyes; knows I'm awake;
knows I'm waiting . . . knows. And instantly, he’s on me.
I snap-roll to the right grabbing for my blanket as I go: A split second too
slow though. His knife catches the looseness of my shirt, it's razor edge
drawing blood and cutting what will leave a light scar across my back.
Instantly I recoil, speed wrap the blanket onto my right arm by twirling it
round and round as fast as it will fly. He's struggling to free his long thin steel
that he's implanted in his enthusiasm, mistakenly, firmly, into the hard earth
where I laid. On my knees, I punch out in the general direction of his mouth
and make a connection: Ineffective though - too weak to make him pay
attention. The whipping motion of my blanket though has slowed him - caught
the side of his face. I strike out again – in a slashing motion - this time
connecting just below his ear. He lets out a yelp as my knife tip tears at his
flesh, then jerks hard one last time to free his weapon.
I’ve been thrown off balance by my efforts though. Clutching my knife, I
slash at him again, wildly, but he’s able to block my blow with a steel pipe-like
forearm, using it to swat me away as one might swap at a mosquito. With it,
my jackknife flies from my tenuous grasp. I stagger backward. Immediately
he's upon me again smashing at my face with a huge fist - catching my upper
cheek and sending me reeling into the graffiti layered concrete abutment that
supports the overpass. Frantic, half-dazed, I search for something, anything,
anything near I can use to defend myself.
Exhaustion has me though. I'm tired, so very, very tired. You watch fight
scenes in movies which last forever – but not so in real life. You’ve got, maybe,
if you’re lucky, thirty to forty seconds once intense combat starts. It drains
everything in you. And now, I've no power left at all it seems. Muscles ache.
I've barely able to gather enough strength to even lift myself off the ground.
Now what? Is this over? Is this how I am to die?
Seizing the momentary opportunity he takes a moment to reposition
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himself, carefully watching as I slowly press my back against the cold stone
wall trying to ease my body up. He's allowing me time to slowly inch myself
upright. Why? Shakily, I gradually make it to my feet, even as my legs wobble.
His facial expression has changed with each of my unsure movements - first
into a smirk, then into a wide grin. Broken jagged teeth flash as if to say, "This
is too easy." Contemplating a quick end of me he focuses, prepares for the kill
like a matador. Dagger ready, he raises it high above his head. He'll slam it
down hard into the top of my skull with a force that will crush bones. I'll be
rendered unconscious, mercifully, when his attack forces his knife into my
brain. He’ll then rip the dagger out through my eyeballs taking all within. Yes,
this, he's going to enjoy immensely.
Two feet from our battle near where I stood in my dream of mountains
and trout streams, there, where blue water lapped gently against my fishing
waders, something bright and metallic beckons. What is it – and is it close
enough? Is it something I can use as a weapon? Will I be able to move quickly
enough to grab it if it is? What if it’s just some piece of metal trash.”
Hell, it’s my only chance. Using the pillar behind me as a launching pad I
launch myself like a swimmer propelling himself off the edge of a pool, toward
it. But he sees me – and too lunges, eyes filled with hate. He’s misses his
original target as he falls on me, but the weight of his upper body comes
crashing down across my right hip. My outstretched arms grab frantically for
the object. Miraculously, it’s the silver metal scissors I use to update my
scrapbook. It must have been thrown clear by him when he was searching my
backpack. It finds my hand.
For a second I wonder if his latest blow has connected. Probably – but I’ve
no way to tell. My mind seems to have disassociated itself from that reality. I’ll
look for telltale signs - searing pain, the warm wetness of fresh blood – later.
There was the ugly sound of wrenching, ripping skin when he attacked. But
hopefully his stab at me missed its mark. His next blow though could prove
fatal.
And, it comes, almost immediately. His weapon is swung viciously in my
direction. Offering my right arm with the blanket now securely wrapped on it
form swinging it around, I’m able to deflect the blow, as I snap roll into his face.
The two separate pieces of connected steel I now hold tightly in my left hand
turn into pointed rockets, carving a wide, sweeping arc through the air. I send
them toward a soft spot on his skull, the fleshy cavity just behind his left eye,
with all the demon force I can muster. Slam the scissors home, I feel the
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sickening sensation of bone tissue crushing, giving way, collapsing as both
daggers from these scissors enter his skull simultaneously with deadly
precision.
He stops… mid-motion in preparation for another, probably fatal this time
attack, he stops. His face shows shock, then annoyance - like he is being
bothered by a horse fly that just refuses to leave him alone. Annoyance turns
into rage and a gigantic fleshy elbow suddenly flies past me, close enough
though to tear skin loose from the outer cartilage of my nose. His other hand
slams into the side of my arm driving it sharply away from him and from the
scissors I know for sure I just plunged into his brain. He's ripping at me…
madly now. I see the scissors as they slip from my grasp get yanked out of his
head and float off into the darkness like a silver-black butterfly.
Why is this fool still standing? You stab someone in the head with a pair
of scissors and you’d think he’d go down. It had to be a mortal wound - yet
still, here he is… still conscious? Reality becomes fantasy once again. I begin
to doubt my own senses. Did I or didn't I hear that awful "sqwoosh" as those
twin spikes entered his brain? Christ, how could I have missed him when I was
that close? Maybe I stuck him in his hair or something. He draws back and up
into yet another attack. "No!" I tell myself, "No way.". Frame by frame the
drama unfolds, only now it’s in slow motion. I know I felt his brain’s warm
sticky maroon fluid flush outward over the scissors… over and into my fingers.
Yet, again, he is able to stand?
He pauses - now with a firmer determination. Again, he raises the knife
high over his head. I might attempt to avoid this new attack, but we both know
it's useless. They say your life passes before your eyes in situations like this.
Past memories, good and bad of events both great and small are supposed to
flash on the screen in your mind like a Hollywood produced video. Instead,
my daughter's loving face appears, ghost-like, before me - her outstretched
arms desperately trying to pull me into her safer dimension. I feel her longing.
I feel that terrible finality of a permanent separation. My heart yearns to
comfort her, to assure her I'll still here with her, even in death.
Meanwhile my attacker has moved into a new commanding position. And
with great patience, placing his feet apart in a martial art’s stance, he prepares
his final deadly attack. There can be no mistake - I did connect with his skull: I
did see and feel the blood. But what does it matter: I no longer have any way of
protecting myself. And he is in a perfect position to administer his one last final,
fatal, blow. With demeanor oscillating between pure hate and that sick, slick
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smile, his left shoulder shifts toward me. His arm begins to rise - half-speed as
he readies himself to swing the long blade with every bit of energy he has left,
into my face.
His stabbing motion commences. Midway through though, it's arc stops
dead… completely ceases. Everything is suddenly very still with him. And
there, suspended midst scribbled epitaphs of rage, midst multicolored
obituaries on the dirty concrete behind me to the many homeless who have
fallen before here and everywhere - unknown midst the smell of piss, stale beer,
and burnt out cigarette butts – his expression turns to puzzlement. Mouth and
eyes turn inward. His is now engulfed in great amazement. It lights up his
whole face in the rising morning light.
An eerie darkness emerges above us. The breadth of death has entering
our domain and it's whispering "Come" - but not to me this time, to him. He
sees it too. He knows. He looks at me – looks deep into my eyes. And there, in
the early morning sun, in a deafening final roar, he screams “NO!”
Coming in my direction is an old pickup truck. Got an old farmer in it I
think… least it looks like an old farmer. Not some damn kid anyway thank
God. The old ones, remnants of the depression still haunting them, understand.
To them, hitchhiking is a socially accepted way to travel. He’s probably done it
himself back in the day.
The truck slows. Soon I'll be heading toward my cardboard home and my
daughter with her "I missed you so, so much daddy.". If I'm lucky, I'll be home
by six. Maybe we can to eat out tonight. That would be good. Want to talk to
her about how important her schoolwork is though. She got a damn “C” on her
last report card. That just won’t do. First though I’ve got to see how much
change I can scrounge up. Cause tomorrow, is ‘go-out-to-dinner’ day with her.
She likes McD’s. I like Burger Snot. We’ll flip to see who gets their choice. I
must remember to check in with her teacher though. These little trips of mine
seem to be affecting her studies.
"Fiddle dee dee and fiddle dee fluck,
I thinks I needs me a bran new cup
for dem peoples to puts dare monies in,
cause dis ones got a hole in da tin
an da monies jus keeps fallin out all ore da ground like sauerkraut
and relish out my hot dog roll. . .
Oh hell, I'll eats it any way It ain't so spoild."
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A Settling of Crows

Auset Marian Lewis

In the bones of every present is the past. It was a clear day so brittle-cold and
still, it looked pasted on. It was a day waiting for somebody to die. The year was
1984. Nettie Mae Brown sat rocking by her window. A .38 caliber pistol rested in
her lap. Wisps of grey framed a face of coal, hard, polished black, each crag and
jetty had a story. Secrets lay hidden in the valleys that welcomed them -- gave
them a home. The gun was just a new ghost in the valley.
Like the ghosts that sounded like bicycle spokes in her head. But Nettie
did not live from a pumping heart, blood, guts, and sinew. She was crystallized
and preserved like a mummy by her silence. At night she unwound the gauze
from around her conscience so it could have room to scream. So the blood that
was on it could coagulate, cake, scab, and fall off in time.
Nettie's hair was grey-black-yellow-green, disheveled and she wore
hairpins – not bobby pins -- not the stiff, rippled dark, black the color-of-beetles
pins that were tight. No, hairpins. They were loose and made room for her hair
to scream. Hair that gave and gave and never asked for a reason for the caskets
to be white, or why the children inside had hair the color of crayons and
blackbirds and moths and dampness from summer skies and bikes on fast slopes
where leaves flashed and flowers were a kaleidoscopic blur.
And life was in a hurry. Like the Jack Daniels car that cut up the bike and
put brown children into white caskets that turned black hairs to grey as the sun
set on ordinary streets on unusual days.
Nobody knew, but everybody thought it had been a white man because
white justice had been served. Peyton Baird had the kind of car that had been
spotted at the scene, but they never arrested him. They never arrested anyone.
The case seemed to end before the screams of their mother, Minnie Brenner could
be quelled. Before the wail could penetrate the minds and souls of her neighbors.
Nettie Mae could still hear that scream in her head. Like the sound of a
teapot that she couldn't turn off. It's tea time, tea time, it said, as she tried to wipe
the drops of blood that dripped from a conscience that she could never wipe
clean. There was no time to think, because she had laundry to do, white folks'
mess to clean, and a son who was a lawyer. A son who would one day wring the
blood from her wet mop and send white men to jail. Her mind was bloodless, for
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she had no more blood to give.
If Nettie were to spin the tale, it would all begin with Singer. That's the
only name Nettie had for her. That, and the story that went with her. She was a
Louisiana seamstress who was a slave bought and bedded by a Kentucky
plantation owner named Belle. She had a wild beauty that could snatch a white
man’s mind, and a voice to melt his heart. She was known for singing her
haunting, lopsided songs as she worked. Nobody could tell what she was saying.
John Belle bought her to make clothes for his wife that his plantation
darkies could not imagine, and built her a loom house of her own where she
could put a spell on cotton. She worked magic with the looms and sang her fine
madness into the garments she made. Fair-skinned with hair that made even
white people forget that she was black, her slavery had been soft as was her
beauty, and her mother had taught her well in that New Orleans way. She spoke
of the voodoo gods, Legba and Shango, but nobody in Kentucky knew what she
was talking about.
Kentucky slaves said that she was crazy, casting spells on white people
with feathers and sticks. White people never suspected that her contentment and
docility came from crazy. Niggahs were not complicated enough to be crazy, so
she fared well with them. Her master was pleased and her mistress, well dressed.
Singer lived in that little loom house alone for many years, pushing out
babies lighter than herself, and spinning curses along the way. In every stitch she
sewed for the madam, she spelled a curse for her, her husband, and their entire
family.
One day a fine, northern from New Jersey came upon the plantation and
spied her. He hailed from a settlement of free blacks who were descendants of
European settlers whose granddaughter got mixed up with a black man. The
outrage of those white people could be heard all the way to heaven, so God sent
down some angels and created a whole town full of white-looking Negroes
called Gouldtown. They were not white. Not black. They were proud farmers
living free and minding their own business. At least, until this Solomon Pierce
arrived in Kentucky to buy a slave's freedom.
John Belle was not giving Singer up for any price. He chewed his tobacco
and spit at the Negro's feet. Solomon laughed and said, fine, take me. I'm your
niggah. And so he did. Solomon stayed there on the plantation and worked side
by side with the darkest of the darkies, looking like a nugget of gold in the field.
Singer had three little pickaninnies by Belle. They were seven, five, and
three and a half years old. One day the oldest went over to the big house and saw
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Belle's children playing in the yard. Cross was his name. He hollered to them,
"My daddy is same as your daddy! We ain't no niggahs!"
The children laughed and Bo Belle, eight years old, said, "Call me Massa,
niggah. That's what you do. Call me Massa Bo."
Meanwhile, their mother, Hannah Belle, was watching them out the
window and heard. She felt that itching right on her big toe that kept bothering
her when she thought about that woman. That Louisiana woman, bright as a
moon, shining in that loom house. It was a full-blown rash and looked like a
raspberry. She felt it start itching again.
Callie Mae was born in October, 1863. She belonged to Singer and
Solomon. Callie was a warm butterscotch that melted her mother's heart. Singer
wrapped her arms around that baby and said she'd never let her go. She said
she'd give up all of master's brats to live life free and clear with Callie. She'd
never let her master bed her and work her like a mule. She and Solomon were
going to make it to the north.
It was the thick of a Saturday night when all the Negroes were in from the
field. It was a night for dancing and singing. They pulled their scarce potatoes
and corn off the plot that they tended in the night. The one that was their own.
That same night, Massa Belle went to Singer's quarters and found her and
the baby gone. His mind flipped over and turned against him. He was a wild fire
and tore up the looms, the bedding, the awkward chairs that Solomon had
fashioned for them. He found a vest that she had made with Solomon's name
sewn in it. He exploded.
Belle ran out of the loom house and called for the overseer, a mean, hard
man of few blessings, Benjamin, to summon the dogs to track down the slaves.
There was a huge ruckus as the dogs were summoned, and sent barking into the
night with the smell of Singer's flesh on their snouts. His wife came out to see
what was going on. She asked one of the slaves whipping the night up as he
passed, "What's going on?"
"It's Singer, she done run away with that niggah from up north and took
the baby," cried Benjamin, a house slave.
Hannah felt that raspberry start to itching her toe. A picture of the moon
shot up in her mind and tore it to shreds. The moon had the features of Singer
shining through the night. And it was singing. She could hear it singing this
lopsided tune that splashed like milk all over her mind. And that's the last thing
she said she ever remembered.
Those hounds caught up with Singer, Solomon and the baby. Singer tried
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to climb a tree to get loose from the dogs, but they dragged her down, tore off all
her clothes, and ravaged her breasts.
They just beat Solomon half to death. What half didn't die then, died later.
He was found hung from a tree. Some say he hung himself because he couldn't
stand to see Singer live like that. Nana Mama had to nurse Callie from then on.
When old Belle showed back up at the plantation after the hunt and
opened his front door, his wife stood there with a shotgun in her hand and blew
his brains out. The Negroes came and buried him without a word.
Hannah Belle lived to be a rich old woman, right there on that plantation,
and she never looked back. She sent Singer to work in the fields, burned down
the loom house, and never wore a stitch of clothes that came out of that house
ever again.
Nettie Mae lived on the cliff of her mind. She stared down at the gun and
remembered Singer. The ghosts were flapping inside her and the crows were
standing by.
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EASTERBUNNY ON THE BUS

Dallas Kirk Gantt

When I sit out red-lights, I entertain myself by watching the world go by. I was
on my way to church, watching everyone amble up a warm, bright and sunny
Main Street. A mother in an Easter-hat led her impeccably dressed children,
which followed her closely like little ducklings up the sidewalk. Each one clung
tightly to a colorful little Easter basket. A packed bus roared past on the way to
the hub, proving that Sunday bus-service finally, is quite a hit. Many things have
changed over the years.
As a kid, I remember when EVERYTHING was closed on Sundays,
especially Easter Sunday. The approach of Easter meant that it was getting
warmer, spring was here, and you could play outside in the woods and creek
again. You could smell the spring! It meant that another holiday was coming and
school would be closed. It also meant Easter baskets, in every size, color and
magnitude of mouth-watering goodies!
I'll never forget the time my mother gave me one of the Easter baskets that
displayed on the highest shelf of the A&P. The shelf ran around the inside
perimeter of the grocery store, and was reserved for big stuff and super-special
things that you had to get the manager to get down for you. (Whenever the
seasons officially changed, as soon as we got off the school bus behind the
Cheverly Theater, we'd bolt for the stores to see the new stuff on display.) Easter
had arrived, and there it was! The purple and yellow woven basket as big as I
was! It was wrapped in some kind of tinted cellophane, and full of every type of
Easter candy known to man. Every kid dreamed of having all that wonderful,
beautiful, over-the-top collection of candy at his mercy!
The king of the green plastic grass, Easter- basket nest was a chocolate
rabbit over 1 ft. tall that towered over the rest of the treats. (Every kid
instinctively knew that to dine on a delicious delicacy, you eat the ears first.) Like
Dukes and Earls, King Rabbit was surrounded by yellow, pink and blue
marshmallow chicks or "peeps". There were two giant chocolate, caramel and
crushed nut Easter eggs that had a little icing and sugar window where you
could peer in on tiny intricate Easter scenes in Bunny land. There were small
chocolate eggs, covered in silver and gold foil, and generous handfuls of
jellybeans . . . every color of the rainbow! There were bright orange carrots
made out of some sweet substance with the consistency of Styrofoam. "Don't get
into it yet! Save it until your Grandmother can see it!" My mother intelligently
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"suggested." That basket kept me busy on the bus all those tedious hours back to
Bladensburg from Crisfield. Whenever I partake of Easter chocolate, I can still
taste diesel to this day.
Someone blew their horn behind me, and brought me back to the present.
As I drove to church I reflected on the whole concept of renewal and rebirth.
Glorious Spring, rising out of the cold, stark death of Winter. Jesus . . . rising,
coming back from the dead to save us all, through the end to a new beginning . . .
truly the Wonder of Wonders! Giving . . . the gift that keeps on giving.
I passed what used to be he layover of the Rt. 6 many years ago. I thought
of the little lady that used to ride the six out to the Veterans Hospital to entertain
"the old folks" as she called them. One "Good Friday" she boarded the bus
dressed up as a big bunny with a big basket full of Easter candy to hand out at
the hospital. She bestowed on me a big chocolate Easter egg. "Why don't 'cha
hatch that for me while I'm gone!" She winked, stood at the doorway, twitched
her big homemade cotton-tail, and went skipping down the sidewalk, all 85
years young of her!
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decapitated victims into an unmarked grave behind a forsythia shrub. Next, I tried
wiggling a dandelion plant while chipping with the trowel at the rock-hard soil around
the root. That tactic yielded an inch or two of the root. I tossed several of those captives
into the bucket. Occasionally I extricated several inches of root from its bunker and
displayed those prizes on top of the pile. I fluffed up the wilting plants and presented
the bucket to my commanding officer.
“I’m not paying for dandelions with no roots,” said Sergeant Mom, flinging out the
worthless hostages. “They’ll just grow back.” I marched the half-empty bucket back to
the front line. Now I was fighting mad. No yellow-eyed enemy was going to outfox this
recruit. Trench warfare required modern weapons, and at least one box of hand
grenades. I tromped off to the arsenal located in our garage and selected a pry bar, tire
iron, hammer, and spade. Then the axe caught my eye. “Couldn’t hurt,” I thought.
Braced for a battle of annihilation, I launched my weapons of mass destruction. I dug,
pounded, hacked, and pried the enemy out of their foxholes, then unceremoniously
dumped my prisoners of war into the holding cell that was my bucket. Take that, you
dandelions. Satisfied, I marched into the mess hall, saluted Sergeant Mom, and
presented my trophies. By now she was engaged in KP duty, preparing evening rations
for the troops. She glanced into the bucked and waved a paring knife in approval.
My arms broiled under the afternoon sun. Mud smeared across my sweat-streaked
face. My hands oozed from broken blisters. After the third bucket, I had broken the
morale of the dandelions. Battle-weary, I trudged into the command post and accepted
my payment of fifteen cents. The backyard resembled No Man’s Land after a four-hour
artillery barrage, but the dandelions had been utterly defeated.
In retrospect, I not only gained respect for my opponents, the dandelions, but years
after the armistice was signed, we actually became friends. Dandelions taught me that
long taproots can provide stability and nourishment, despite a harsh environment. They
don’t give up easily, even when circumstances seek to uproot and destroy. I’ve always
welcomed refugee dandelions to my backyard, where they bask in the sun and sway
with the breeze that sends their seeds drifting to unpredictable and, perhaps, exotic
destinations.
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